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Whalen Addresses_Studeni Congress 
byTerylReynolds . · ewry year to find out what 
Ithaca College President other things the companies are 
James Whalen answered a doing, and whether they are 
variety of questions from making progress, Whalen said. 
students at the Student He said the investments 
Congress meeting Tuesday are modest and withdrawing 
night. ·~..,~ them suddenly may beurawise. 
In the questioning, Whalen Tripling in the dorms is 
outlined his college academic caused by a lower than expec-
goals, plans for the college's ted attrition rate for returning 
future, some of his -college- . students, not by the acceptance 
related activities, the problem · of too many freshpersons, sajj 
of triples, and college invest- Whalen. The problem should 
mentsinSouthAfrica. be temporary, he said. 
He also announced that-the The need to raise monev for 
position of affirmative-action the new Business and Allied 
officer has been offered to a . Health building has kept 
candidate who is expected to · Whalen busy travelling, he 
answer within a few ~eeks. said. 
Whalen said one of his major ====~._.-...,-=--, President Whalen was asked 
go?IS is to "see that every if he would participate in the 
stuoent gets a substantive iii.;..iiiilL:::;: ----:=:::!i;.;aal food fastonThursdayJNov. 20, 
liberal education," which in- and-he said he is planning.to 
eludes courses in the - join the fast. 
humanities, social sciences, Photo by Ben Norton In another Student 
and physical sciences. is aware of the need for Ithaca with improving academic also include seeing thatlmany Congress matter, it was an-
Whalen said he intends to . College to remain competitive programs for which there is a of tne students have computer nounced that the Upper Quad 
promote interrelationships · with other colleges. . demand. He said a graduate literacy. He said this dorms will receive rebates of 
among-the academic schools so Enrollment in colleges nation- program of Business Ad- knowledge is demanded in- about $60 for the malfun-
that students can easily take · wide is decreasing, yet inquiries ministration is under study but creasingly and that more com- ctioning dryers. The dryers 
cqµrses_out~de their schqo~s. _:... about Ithaca College are up by that does not necessarily mean . puters will be bought. will be moved to the third floor 
Expansion is not in the 1000 from Jast"year. I.e.· ac- "it - will be implemented. Whalen expressed _concern of each dorm so that they will 
works for the 80's, quality is;'' •cepts about 60 percent of ad- Whalen said he will look into ·about the role of education in . be ventilated and therefore 
Whalen said. College mission applicants, which is developing new areas of the 1combatting racism. _ : heat properly. Malfonctioning 
enrollment may go down to lower than most colleges. Allied Health School, also. _ Ithaca College investments dryers in some of the Terraces 
about4000in the 80's. Whalen Whalen said he is concerned Whalen's goals for the 80's in "South Africa are studied will be considered next. 
Soliciiatioil P-Olicy 
by Judy Green vestigate. approved by an official of the If any of these policies are 
No more North-40 posters The revised policy requires department responsible 'for violated by an J.C. student, 
advertising "all you can drink off-campus organizations the board. College approved ·the problem will be _dealt with 
· for $5.00" will appear· on wishing to solicit or canvass on boards appear in all dor- by the judicial board, said 
- campus and flyers advertising I.C. to obtain a permit from mitori<:s and Eg!?ertJ,Jn_ion. · Runyon. If an offender is not 
Dominoes Pizza will not be business services. Campus No po$ting of advertisements from campus, Runyon said 
scattered just anywhere. organizations wishing to is permitted on exit doors, · I.C. has the right to file 
These are two examples of solicit must obtain their permit walls, building exteriors or a trespassing charge or a court 
changes made in Ithaca from the director of Egbert wil).do~~- . injunction to for~id them to 
College's revised "Campus· Union. A minimum of 48 o • • · E · d 
be on campus. 
Runyon said he may meet 
· with the local restaurant and 
bar assoc1at10n to help 
promote an awareness of the 
rules which concern them. "O 
nee people have become aware 
of the rules," Runyon said, 
continued 011 pagl! /6 
Solicitation/soliciting, Can- hours is required for permit rgan1zat}Qfl to xpan 
vassing and Advertising approval. · 0 · I c 
~olicy," which became effec- Dormi!ory_ solicitation a~d· Racial A warene·ss at . . 
uve at the start of the Fall 1980 canvassmg 1s only allowed m by Dianne Williams f 
d campaign to meet the needs o mittee based on their interest semester the lobby areas of the orms The Raci·al Awareness 
· racial awareness in the J.C. .in racial awareness. 
The two main differences in and is not permitted in the Training Program (RA TP) is community. Horn said that other in-
the new policy are no alcohol dining halls or their entrandces. now organizing to expand Horn said the program is terested people will have an 
advertisements by commercial "This will eliminate the oor- racial awareness in the J.C. not planned enough yet to opportunity to come to future 
business or campus to-door nuisance and ·community. h ·11 specify the methods t at w1 RATP meetings. He said this 
organizations are permitted at eliminate hassles for the Director of Residential Life . be used. He did say this Thur- week's meeting is closed 
LC. and only college approved student," Runyon said. Chris Horn, is on the program sday's meeting will be devoted however, for the purpose of 
bulletin boards ·may be used Until now, the enforcement of committee that will meet this to establishing some firin getting plans made and un-
for posting publicity materials these policies has been; Thursday to organize and plan plans which should take place derway. 
and advertisting. flexible. This is an attempt to specific ways for carrying out by the beginning of next Horn said there is definitely 
"We are trying to foster an get people to understand and the training program. semester. Horn said the . a need on campus for greater 
atmosphere that does not ad- abide by the new policy accor- A racial awareness program programs may take the form racial awareness. He said the 
vacate drinking alcohol," said ding to Runyon. began here last spring when ·or mini-workshops which can KKK incident of last fall wa\ 
Don Runyon, director of "We want to work with LC. contracted Fred Jeffer- be presented through dorm ac- not the sole reason for the 
business services. people - and help them son, an awareness training tivities and other campus i program however. The in-
Runyon said that these new learn)"said Runyon. A consultant and director of groups. icident did have an effect on• 
guidelines which also include probl~m in previous years has :spedal student services at the There are approximately 16 the program, Horn said, by 
the registration or- individuals b~n-'the haphazard scattering University of Rochester. With members on the RATP com- 1moving it closer. Horn said 
who are.selling or soliciting on of leaflets whicha proliferate the help of Jefferson, an mittee, comprised of students, I the need for racial awarene,\ 
campus will help business ser- :the· campus, said Runyon. awareness program was staff members, faculty and !was recognized long before the 
vices keep track of "who's By allowing publicity developed for the summer administrators. These mem- KKK incident. 
doing what on campus." materials and advertising to orientation staff, the student hers were chosen for the com-
In this way, Runyon said, the only appear on college ap-· affairs professional staff, r.=========================;J 
risk of problems such as proved bulletin boards, residential assistants, and 
fraudulent sales will be Runyon said the clutter will be, Egbert Union staff members. 
minimized, and if they do oc- eliminated. The efforts of the RA TP are 
cur, registration would make · All items posted on th~ now going to be directed 
... the problem easier to in- bulletin boards _must first be toward developing an LC. 
1 • ~ I . [, ...... c,..4\,,..,(A~ 
This is the semester's last issue of "The Ithacan. " 
Publication wil/resumeonJanuary22, 1981. 
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ITHACAN 
INQl]IRER 
When do plan to leave for Thanksgiving Break? 
photos by Bob Madey 
Mark Potty Explo '84 Patti Hubbs Explo '84 
''Monday, if I survive Macke ''The sooner the better.'' 
food untjl then." 
-
Abbie Gold Psych '84 
"Monday!" · 
Cathy Keske Explo '84 
"Monday-the whatever before 
break." 
Chris Dahl TVR '84 
"Monday!" 
Jlobbie Gerhardt Com-
munication Management '82 
"Wednesday because my 
brother goes to Cornell and 
has classes until then." 
.... 
Peter Hafer Social Studies '83 
"Uh ... Wednesday!" 
Julie Maher Explo ~84 • 
"Sunday .. .I think." 
. 
" 
THE iTHACAN Novem~~r 20, 19~0 
EDITORIAL 
The new campus solicitation policy, just progressing toward enforcement, 
should be hailed for its eiimiriation of alcohol as the focus of·many adver-
tisements on campus. However, does I. C. really need a section mandating the 
approval of information for posting? 
The practical implications alone are discouragi11g. The policy dictates that 
certain people act as bulletin board ''police," a/unction which could waste 
hours all over campus. 
With thoroughly understood policies and reasons for them, one would 
assume the appearance of 0 unsuitable" material to be rare. Furthermore, 
shouldn't students decide what appeals are worth of attention for themselves? 
A public announcement deemed suitable has been approved. When that is 
not the case, it has been censored. 
Editor's Note: In reference to the article entitled "Quad Lighting Considered," on page one 
of the Nov. 13 issue, the article did not iritend to imply that Student Body Vice President 
Lisa Schreter disagrees with current actions of the Campus Life Com'mittee.· Likewise, her 
quote refers to past progress on campus lighting. 
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. OgEds & ·Letters ----
Altschuler's Te.nure/ 'virtues of the particular per-son; but there arc many other~ 
who deserve to continue their Daculty 711ember~ Re-spond work here. What makes this 
. L' 1 • _lfl. 1 1 ~ case distinctive is our ap-
. To the Editor: straddle the boundaries of naive about the promises of prehension that there will be 
Recently, three· of.us--Julian highly tenured departments tenure. But we must be an administrative reaction in-
Euell, Sandra Fish, and Lin would be, we think, to out- creative and courageous in our stead of an educational action 
Nelson--met with Dean distance and make more own right and not sink to taken regarding Altschuler's 
Longin and soon thereafter grievous any errors of the cynicism or passivity. Depar- tenure. Simply put, the 100 
with Dr. Lois Smith, College past. "Righting the wrongs of tments are often seen by each percent tenure rule may be 
Provost, to share with them the past" or "putting the in- other and by the . ad- used a~ an all-too-handy 
our concerns about in- stitution back on course" with ministration as simply . self- · technique for dealing with 
stitutional need and the future prec1p1tous, perhaps protective in granting tenure complex conditions. Our 
of education at LC. The automatic, decisions would to fortify thier respective work here will be weakened 
"Glenn Altschuler case" has suggest that we have lost our territories. But in truth our not only because of the loss of 
provoked us to initiate these wisdom, our commitment to response to the risk of losing one very fine colleague but 
discussions becuase we think educational quality, and our Glenn Altschuler comes form because many of us will be 
that those of us in this in- ability to examine the con- our desire for a stronger inter- disheartened by what could be 
stitution need to wisely and ditions which we are living and dis.ciplinary environmnet. We counter-productive ad-
Page3 
.Dr. Smith in discussing thc~c 
matter~. Dr. Smith, in par-
ticular, is exploring man~ 
idea~ as she is new to campu, 
and working to examine the 
.options for meeting and 
protecting educational need. 
We encourage others to make 
contact with those who arc 
presently making decisions 
about tenure and institutional 
need. 
Julian Euell 
Associate Professor, 
Sociology Department 
Sandra Fish 
Associate Professor 
Speech Communication 
imaginatively respond to the working with. do not want to withdraw to ministrative prunfogs. We Lin Nel,on 
quality work of our colleagues There are several points our departments and "hope have found it helpful to spend Assistant Profcss,)r 
and not passively adjust to which we would like to offer for the best." We think it is time with Dean Longin and Sociology Department 
ready-made "biting-the- for consideration: important to acknowledge and a------------------------.... 
bullet" solutions. It is not I. While higher education support the quality work we 
necessary to catalogue the will most likely undergo see in the various related 
achievements and offerings of changes in its scope, its impact fields. It would be extremely 
Glenn Altschuler--as educator, on the public, and so on, we dangerous--in terms of 
scholar, advisor, and cannot automatically accept education and collegial 
colleague--as a perusal of his (nor should we shrinkingly morale--if we did not look to 
file and discussions with those surrender to) warnings of the the overall impact of decisions 
A Feast of Fine Food 
• All You C.•n Ea, Buff<1 
If Hu fC" hunKn oiind loH"' f1,oc1 \uu ~1iuuld11 1 11\1\., 
.::iur ·All 'im. ( ,111 Lu Ullflrt Yn.l" \11ur,dl ol) 
olll"n oii!. ~ou likr 111 ~ \oup, c h1li \Jl.a,h :11.. 1, 
l.11r,Hh .. ul \,4 lr, 1111n of c hrrY"\ -\\l di , ,, .. n,, 
S2 'J~ oiil l um h .uul 1, qr1 ,11 01111u•1 'i PU l ,1•1 1 11111\ 
bt-tirr food ,11 ,1 ln .... rr pr1t I" 
who have worked with Glenn retrenchment in college made regarding any one case. * Yummv Golden Tempi< 
Natural Honey Ice Crc.tm, will quickly attest to this con- enrollments and in the relative And we think that in the case 
tributions. We are troubled by value of liberal arts education. of Glenn Altschuler, if in-
the suggestion that Alt- An Associated Press release stitutional need were to be 
schuler's case has already been (November 11, 1980, Ithaca operationalized in a chiefly 
decided in terms of a ·1ooper- Journal) reported that numerical-fiscal manner that it 
cent tenure rule which we fear nationwide college enrollmen- would not only be unjust to 
could b·e used~echanically in ts increased for the second Glenn, his department, and his 
lieu of the educational vision straight year-after following a students, but would represent 
and practice of justice which decline in 1978; another recent a serious loss to the 
we at the college need to· article in the New York Times college/ community. 
<;urp11,,."" f11l"ntl' I 1r,11 1hrm 11, .. (,o\ilrn I• 1111 ,, 
It I"' CrC'.1,m I hrv II lm,r .. nu lc,r 1t Y.,I" h.11\C: 1,lr-•,,: 
nur ur llt',U!l1 on prt'trll'!,I"\ with n,uur,11 tl,1\1111 ,,w:, 
"'nd 111 1milll b,111 hri. frJT mil1t1m11m lrr,hnl"\\ ,1 •,! 
~ t.l)lt" H! .. l ""hlJ>Jk"d < lt".lm C"t.ct'l!rnt < run,. h1r, .i , ! 
wrup 1upp1nK, tou' 
loo.6:(ood'lclwtr1r1mhrtrrr't11uu.or1tbt'du CdlUsAt ~ 
appumtrd u.11h tHH ,,f/1 tou. ran l:.at fltJl/t't fill 21,.7710 
',,••t.11 platr OJ oflt'ri at ',Ill.I u.,arit for on/\ I: 95 al 
/ r,r11 h urid 11 95 al D1rinrr 
NL'" Hours: 
Everything We Serve 
Can Be Taken Out 
I unch 11 :30--1 Dinn~r S:00-!\:00 
GOLDEN 
TEMPLE 
cultivate and protest. reported that those in the The Altschuler case concer-
The judgement regarding business and professional· ns us ofcou~{because of the 
Glenn Altschuler's world seek job applicants ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••11••••••••••••••••••• 
tenurability comes at a dif- · who, more than ~aving par- • • 
• • ficult time in the life of the ticular skills training, are tear-  a 
college and in the broader -hed iri the general art of • • 
development of higher writing and analysis. : : 
education. But the estimation 2. We should not only be • • 
of "how difficult" and the asking "What are the con- • • 
strategies for responding to sequences (numerically, : : 
the purported difficulties are fiscally) of tenuring in • • 
debatable--and need to be Professor X?" but also 11 : 
debated. The three of us do "What are the consequences. • • 
not reject out of hand the 100 ( educationally) of not tenuring; : • 
percent rule. · Most of \ls this person?" Is it so easy for· • : 
would probably agree that a us to go out and hire another. : • 
100 percent tenured institution one of X? Is a particular'. • 11 
would be unacceptable. Fur- educator that replaceable, ad-1 • Th : 
thermore, many of us from a just~ble, subs_titu_table? _A~y : arty • 
variety of perspectives have quahty orgamzatton, be It m / a : 
our doubts about the effec- education or elsewhere, will goi • • 
tiveness and value of the out of its way to flexibly I : II 
tenure system itself. However, respond to quality; it will not a : 
if we are in fact on the verge of run the risk of losing people • • 
a transition in the 80's, we who arc active, creative par- : m 
believe that it is absolutely ticipants in that organization. • I : 
essential that .faculty and ad- It would be particularly • • 
ministration not leap to what deplorable for an educational : • 
are often presented as tough- institution to not recognize a : 
minded, courageous methods and positively respond to in- • • 
for making up for past telligence, creativity, and : : 
miscalculations and flawed commitment in its faculty. a • 
judgements. To jump from 3. We as faculty members : m 
"too much tenure" to lopping cannot be--and of course have • : 
off high quality educators who less and less reason to be--, ; • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
. : 
•• • 
• • 
•• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • •· . 
• • 
• • 
•• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• a 
• • 
• • 
• • 
272-2111 =•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~mmuamaaaaamaaaa1: 
150 Ithaca Commons 
· ·~To K~ep_Your Spfrits Up"J 
. :H,& H .> 
r ··LIQU_OR AND WINES' 
". 
.. CLOSEST UQUOR STORE 
. 10 LC. CAMPUS 
J 18 ON JHE COMMONS 
,.. 
"Featuring the Finest Selection of N. Y. State Wines" · 
Af . -· .,. . ; __ 1, -, . ~ - ' ternoon . ; : .: \.. 
roEUVERiES 
. . .. ::-~ . 
. .. . ~."' .. 
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Stu.dent Faults Poor Fan; TurnOut .· 
. . / . . ' .. 
To the Editor: before the game with th.rec bus 
The Ithaca Bobmers Varsitv loads full of exuberant, 
• Soccer Team was eliminated motor-mouthed fans who ap-
at home last Saturday m the propriat~d the home bleachers 
NCAA, Division Ill, quarter and quickly turned their away 
final playoff game against game to hometown advantage, 
S. U. N. Y. Binghamton in showering a visibly deflated 
double overtime. But the 1-0 I.C. team (and coaching staff) 
score doesn't come close to with chants of "Let's go 
telling the story. Bingo!" (Not to mention 
What I wit- amusing bromides like, 
nesscd under shivering Ithacan "Who's lfucka?", "Hey, 
unless the coaching staff 
decided justifiably to resign 
from a school which apparen-
tly needs to see a winning 
dynasty before it deigns to 
risk Hypothermia for anyone. 
Although the goal which 
finally ended the contest came 
late in double overtime, with 
the I.C. fans cheering mlghtily 
behind the home team net, it, 
was a case of too little too. late. 
Most of the psychological 
damage had ~een done several 
hours earlier when, while 
facing the home bleachers, the 
Binghamton players were in-
troduced to deafening ap-
plause and ecstatic cheers. By 
contrast, the J.C. players had 
to strain to hear the sporadic 
clapping over taunts and 
jeering. 
While it is true that a college 
is still theoretically an in-
stitution for higher education, 
last week's debacle should 
remind those sports fans 
among you that the- J.C. 
Athletic Program has a Soccer 
Team-a damned good one. 
The Binghamton goal that 
kept I.C. from advancing to 
the NCAA Soccer Finals was 
scored on us by e\.eryone here 
who had something better to 
do on Saturday afternoon. 
Let's not repeat this apathetic 
fiasco next fall. 
Larry LeBlond 
skies was one of the most in-, Hop-Sing, where's my laun-
spirational examples of dry?" and "Your mother's a 
athletic brilliance and courage clone!"). The language and 
that he has ever been innuendos being shouted were, 
privileged to witness first-hand. , in fact, so abusive that some 
The team'~ abundant talent of the older Binghamton fans 
and obvious di~cipline attested felt obliged to leave the stands. 
to its brilliance. The fact that Around half-time, a couple 
they had to do it all alone of hundred (maybe) intrepid 
testified to their courage. I.C. fans (those who could af-
Some_ Turkey Trotters 
Protest Terrible Treatn1ent 
Pcrhaps the J.C. student ford winter coats) arrived to 
body forgot it had an NCAA occupy the visitors' bleachers, 
caliber team; or could it have well removed from the action 
been exemplary devotion to behind the field, and mounted 
scholastics that prevented a few, lame. disjointed cheers,: 
anyone from showing up early Quell chich. 
enough to occupy the home The hanctlul of LC. studen-
town bleachers alongside the ts who did come to watch the 
playing field. whole game were treated to a 
Apparently, S_. U. N. Y. level· of spirited 
Binghamton isn't as professionalism that will 
academically inclined. Their surely land our soccer team in 
school arrived a half-an-hour the play-offs ~gai~·. that is, 
.To the Editor: 
We've been hearing a lot 
about student apathy and lack 
of student involvement at I.C. 
Well, if the Turkey Trot held 
on Sundat, November 16, 
·represents the types of ac-
tivities going on here, we're 
not at all surprised that people 
don't want to participate. 
The S.A.B. under Matt 
Connell's direction, sponsored 
a Turkey Trot on Sunday. 
which was a five mile jog. The -
first three men and first three 
women to finish were to 
TIISWEEKEND 
YOU'RE AS GOOD AS HOIE 
ON GREYHOUND. 
With converient, economical 
Fridaydepartlres and Slllday retllns. 
VJeekends this school year can be .the best travel time ever with 
9011!9-home bargains from Greyhound. And,· as always, whenever you 
go Greyhound, you get the comfort, convenience~ and reliability we're 
famous for. 
Just check the schedules below for. the Greyhound routes going 
your way. Most schedules stop ~t convenient suburban IOC&tlOfl'. Call 
your local Greyhound representative for Info nation.and you're 'as 
good as home. . 
ffMly 
Lv Ithaca. NY 
Lv Cornell (ca_n,ous) 
Ar Syracuse, NY 
Lv Ithaca. NY 
LV Cornell (State & Mitchell) 
Ar New York, NY · 
Ar l.ong Island (Hempstead) 
ITHACA COLJ.EGE 
3:15PMTrlrr-r, 
3:20PM 
4:35 PM 
T1lnYn 
12:55 PM 3:C PM 
1:00 PM 3:45 PM 
5:30 PM 8:15 PM 
7:00 PM 
r.1;-
L• tead 8:45 PM 2:45PM 
4:00PM 
~~ ~I 12:01 PM Ar- ~PM ~PM ~PM ~PM 
,.,..,. 3:10 PM 5:15 Pit 8:25 PM 5:53 PII' 
Schedules operate every weekend with the exception of holida~s, exam week 
and ;;emester br~ak. Prices and schedules subject to change. Some service ' 
requires reservations. · . 
receive turkeys and everybody home. We were told that we· 
was to get a T-shirt. We en- could probably pick up our T-
tered the event for fun and to shirts on Monday in the 
support the S.A.B. so that Student Activities Office. 
they would sponsor more We were extremely an-
events in the future. noyed, to say the least. We 
Before the jog started, we realize we took longer than 
were told the T-shirts would be most of the runners,-but we 
given out when we finished were out to have fun and ac-
and that there would be hot complish something. If we 
-:hocolate waiting for us. could pay a dollar and go out 
However, when we finished, a I in the freezing cold to support 
very tiring hour and 15 the S.A.B., we feel they could 
minutes later, the gates to the have at least waited for us to 
track were locked and there· finish and shown a little sup-
was no one from the race port for us. 
there. A girl, who was one of. We are also very angry 
lthe organizers, did finally . about the treatment we come by and told us that Matt : receiv_ed from Matt Connell on Connell hadn't felt like; Monday when we went to pick 
lwaiting around in the cold for; up our T-shirts. He was very everyone to finish. He-had 1cold and unfriendly. ~II of taken the T-shirts and gone . continued on page 6 
-A Family of Fans 
To the Editor: number 1 Bombers? Who are 
We were really pleased to those members of the senior 
see the article in the Ithacan class cheering section· who lead 
"Bomber Superstar - the ninety-six piece Ithaca 
.Melvin". Okay, we now know College kazoo band through a 
'who Melvin is and what he medley of tunes reminiscent of 
,represents, but we have several the Boston Pops Orchestra? 
!
questions. Who are those four Who are those enthusiastic 
screaming senioo.s, dressed in football fans who have 
:festive attire, who rally the developed new, and innovative 
l~~ns to the suppport of_ g1~ir cheers which could put a smile 
OLDPORT 
H.-\RBOL'R 
~ 
Somethin(? For 
Evervone 
DAILY 
Sunday Brunch 
11:30-2:30 
Dinner prices sturt 
at 
$6 .. 95 
Daily Happy Hour 
Mon- Fri 4- 6 
702 W. Buffalo SL 
272-6550· 
wh~n you find it 
you'll lovt' it! 
j 
· I
,, 
' 
on the Mona Lisa? 
We have but ·one more 
question. Will we get to know 
who they are, how they came 
to be, and who put them up to 
it? We, as loyal Ithacan 
readers, express that interest 
to learn about them as we have 
about Melvin. 
'\ 
Give us a "B" 
The Family 
Sculpture 
the iron shop 
on the commons 
272-5101 
-
HICKEY'S 
20 I S. Tioga Sl. 
Ithaca. N.Y. 
272-8262 
THE 
M11sic Store 
' 
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I -;Sexual Assa ult/ Education Team Offers Ad1Vice 
.. 
by Susan Blickstein ~ 
_ It is reported that for every 
reported rape, nine other rapes 
go unreported. Jackie Kinard, 
Physician Assistant at Ithaca 
College's Health Center, is a 
member of the Rape 
Education team which speaks 
to dormitories and other in-
terested groups on campus. 
Other members are Cindy 
Daniels and Chris Hain of 
'Housing and Laura Meyers of 
Security. In campus 
programs, a short film is 
· shown discussing different 
types of rapes, victims and' 
rapists. The team also 
dtscusses what to do if at-
tacked and what the programs 
are on campus for rape vic-
tims. 
A victim may want to use 
violence to defend him/her-
self. Kinard stressed that if 
violehce is used first and fails, 
the victim may have no other 
alternatives. There are many 
preventive measures that can 
be taken, such as locking 
doors, not walking or jogging 
alone and not hitchhiking. 
If raped, one may call 
Security or the Health Center. 
Security will investigate the 
reported rape. The victim will 
'then be taken to the Health 
Center. If one comes to the 
Health ce'nter directly, it is 
confidential, and the victim is 
encouraged to report the rape. 
The individual and clothing 
are examined. A pelvic 
~xamination is performed, and 
1f necessary an oral and/or 
rectal exam. The 
examinations can provide 
physical evidence that may be 
used later for prosecution. 
The victim has the right to 
refuse the examination 
however it i~ most importan~ 
to check for venereal disease 
internal injurie~ and 
ovulation. 
, Counseling is offered to the 
victim either through .. -.---the 
Health Center psychologist or 
through the Crisis Center. 
The Health Center encourages 
counseling for victims, if not 
immediately, at a later date. 
Vi::tims often exhibit a delayed 
reaction to their trauma, and 
symptoms may appear even 
months later. · 
Due to the fears of 
·prosecuting and subsequent 
trial, many rapes go unrepor-
ted--especially when the rapist 
,is a fa,miliar person ·or a "date 
rapist". 
Frosh Criticizes.Handling . . high schools that he hears 
- of Pr R g t t about on the news. e• e 18 ra }Qfl Once inside the gym, there 
To the Edito.-: be believed, and most of these rnrough the business early. was more pushing and shoving 
As an Exploratory freshman escapades end with a dead When I arrived, there were in order to get either one of the 
student at Ithaca 'CC>llege, I end. Between being asked to close to 300 students all trying three people who were 
am appalled in the manner in · ·get every course selection to force their way through one checking to see if the student 
which some of the operations verified by the department ·door. People were literally was eligible to take that 
at this institution are run. The heac1s and not having the being crushed against the walls specific course. Two people to 
le.vel of incompetancy (sic) and needed people readily and each other. Many people check hundreds of names. I 
bureaucracy is almost beyond available, the student is caught were forced to leave the "line" pity those poor luckless souls 
comprehension. This school is in a "Catch-22". The entire because they feared for their who were chosen for that task. 
administrated, in many ways, process does not inspire the personal safety. There were, They were yelled at and 
as though there were 20,000 student to follow the pursuit believe it or not, several at- generally mistreated by the 
students on campus rather of knowledge. tempts at pick-pocketing. The enraged students. But to add 
than 5,000. One thing that is Last Sunday, is a case in idea of these sorts of incidents insult to injury, two I.C. 
presently affecting the student point. In my calculus class, going on at a college is just security guards appearred (sic) 
body, is th,e procurring (sic) of my class and I were told by the pitiful. · A naive newcomer at close to 5:30 to organize the 
one's spring term courses. professor to pre-register for might be inclined to think that whole fiasco. The first thing 
The entire process of pre- our spring semenster math he was going to one of the wild the two officers did was to put 
I Kinard feels that students at I.C. place themselves at in-
'.crcased risk for rape while hit-
lchhiking. "Due to public at-
l
'titude regarding this crime 
victims arc hesitant to repor; 
rape because of their fears of 
being blamed for · placing 
:themselves at risk by hit-
chhiking or inviting people in-
.to their rooms," said Kinard. 
Students are encouraged to 
report any sexual assault. to 
·Safety and Security (274-3211) 
.or the Health Center (274-
'3177). 
their hands on their hips and 
chuckle over the goings-on. 
That was not very helpful to 
1the situation. Finally the of-
ficers did put everyone into 
two seperate (sic) lines. From 
then on things went much 
smoother. 
I know that since this there 
have been a number of pre-
registrations going on in the 
gym. I hope that things went 
· much smoother on those oc-
. caisions (sic), because what I 
saw go on that Sunday night 
was close to criminal. 
The purpose of this letter is 
not to degrade the institution 
as a whole, but rather to point 
continued on page 15 
'registration is· ludicrous and courses in the gym. Freshmen - - · ' 
farce. In orde.r to get one's weretoregisterfrom3:30on. ST_O_ REWI DE CLEARA-NCE 
courses, a student is given Well, I decided to a little early i . . 
more run-arounds than are to in the hope that I might get 
- -
Tho$e Icy Paths· 
To the Editor, 
There is a fear in the hearts of 
the students tue at Ithaca 
College. No its not because 
Ronald Reagan will be 
our new leader come 
January, no its not because our 
hostages are still in captivity, 
which· leaves many people to 
believe that a war may be 
around the corner. The fear is 
not due to the economy, in-
flationary as it may be. The 
fear that lies in the heart of 
students is how to get across 
campus _without killing theni-
selves. · 
~ 
As I write this I am watching 
a girl slide down the path ever 
so carefully toward the Union. 
Thinking that she has over-
come her challenge she picks 
up her head which was glued to 
her path, to get into the warmth 
of the Union. At that moment 
she climbs the steps and falls on 
her stomach throwing her 
books everywhere the wind will 
take them. 
All I can say is that- as you 
walk across the campus as ·if 
you were walking across a 
mine field., cheer up for spring 
is only five months away. 
Glenn Kramer 
·sTUDY BREAK 
SPECIAL 
Friday & Saturday nights 
no cover wiih 
Ithaca College I.D. card. 
INNK•i 
Downtown/lth.ac.1, N.Y./(607) 171-1000 - i 1 
· GAZEBO . COMES . ALIVE! I 
~•t,G RAMADA 
I 
-- - - ·-- :;s.: ·-- --
FINAL WEEK 
410 College Ave. 
148 The Commons 
Pyramid Moll 
·273-7939 
273-7939 
'. 257-2222 
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Panel Probes w·orldHunger Crisis 
h)· Diane Stuhldrchcr of the opportunity. processes of photosynthesis distribution. in a specific area, is beneficial. 
Last week, the Ithaca College On Wednesday night, four_ and nitrogen fixation. H_e ~o spoke about he~ _initi~I However, although produc-
Politil:al, Awareness group professors, from I.C. and spoke about research that 1s adJustments upon arnbmg. m tion is increased, the amount 
~ponsored a World Hunger Cornell met for a panel being ~ome to improve food Ca~bodia. S~e ?l~o relayed of energy needed to cultivate 
awarenes~ week, in an effort discussion about different produhon. stones about md1v1duals she the crop and ship it is exten-
io increase the awareness of aspects of world hunger. Dr. Considering the problem of · had met and her experiences, sive. He also pointed out as 
the Ithaca communitv about Tamas from t.C. spoke about world hunger, we have to look Her talk was informative and forms become larger, farmers 
the world hunger probiem. the biological aspects of the ahead toward the next 20-25 . the slides hell?ed in understan- are forced off their land into 
An information table was set problem. Dr. McDowall years. Each land area is dif- ding a reality that we the factories to build farm 
up in the union each day as spoke about international feren_t and man_y_ of the Amer_ican_s are removed from. equipment thus intensifying 
well as a series of films and agriculture, Dr. Blanford soluuons arc spec1f1c to par- David Pmer, an I.C. student, our industrial society. 
speakers throughout the•wcek. about agricultural economics ticular areas. is well-informed about the Piner said we have to realize 
The awareness week preceded and John Mason professor of Ming Fong Ho spoke to a issue and. _should his ~deas that by projecting these 
the National food fast day nutritional sciences spoke of group of people about her ex- a~out pohucal and environ- growth systems onto the land 
which many people are par- how his field was related to the pcriences with foo~ mental aspects of th~ _h_unger we are serving to destroy it. 
ticipating in Today. problem. . distribution in Cambodia. She pr~blem a~d self-sllff1c1~ncy. He said we have a lack of un-
Thc films and speakers that All four agreed that their had a series of slides which Pmer pomted out that our derstanding that the earth has 
were 5chedulcd last week were topics arc equally important showed how food is food system is fragile and in needs and manipulating the 
not well attended by the Ithaca when considering a solution to distributed to hundreds of many ways destructive. We land instead of ~orking with 
communitv. This is a loss for the problem. Dr. Ramas hungry people in that area. have come to believe that it, the soirfcrtility is constan-
tho~c wh~ did not motivate outlined the food production UNICEF and OXFAM are the Monocropping, growing large tlydeclining. 
thcmsel\·es to take advantage system, explained the two ~rganizations heading the amounts of a particular crop c~ntinued on page 10· 
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Phone Switch.over Underway 
/l,•st /)ririk." An_l-u,·herl' 
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by JoMarie Kosiarski centrex telephone equipment 
The centrex telephone that $200,000 is also subject to 
system is in the process of being inflation. Since the public 
replaced. All telephones, with phone company cannot sell 
the exception of pay phones equipment, the college has 
and private student phones, will now purchased phones from 
be switched over to a new UTC. 
system. Although installing the new 
The reason for the swit- system costs approximately 
chover is primarily financial. $750,000 to $800,000 , Sgrecci 
According to Carl Sgrecci, said he believes this amount 
Treasurer and Col)troller of will be recovered in four years. 
Ithaca College, the new United · Over the ce1Urse of ten years 
Telecommunications system $2.2_millon will be_ saved, 
(UTC) will save $200,000 a Sgrecci said: In the long run, 
year. It costs the college this owhing the phones will keep 
sum each year just to rent the tuition costs down.. . 
Sgrecci said that the ne,\ 
THE$S9~, 
FACELIFr. 
phones arc "sophisticated 
computers" and no longer 
"simple telephones." These 
advanced phones include "do 
not disturb" features, call 
forwarding and conference 
calls which can include up to 
eight parties on one call. The 
(Before) ($59 Later) *Trotters 
. 
continued from page 5 
event for us and ruined the 
feeling of accomplishment. 
this took a lot of fun out of the· 
starts crying about the lack of 
participating on. this campus, 
they should take a look at how 
thev treat the pe.ople who do 
new phones also have three 
distinguishable rings. This 
characteristic enables the 
secretary to distinguish ~t-
ween calls coming from off 
campus, the intercom line, or 
intercampus calls. 
All people having access to 
the new phones are en-
couraged to attend a two hour 
training session. This- orien-
t~tion will enable users of the 
phone to effectively op-erate 
the "mini computers." 
The switchover will be com-
plete on Nov. 2~. At that time 
the • centrex phones will be 
inoperable. 
Sgrecci is optimistic and he 
doesn't anticipate many 
problems in the transition. 
The new system he said, "will 
take getting used to and 
cooperation in the cutover is 
appreciated." - · 
participate .. We certainly will 
think twice before we enter 
another S.A. B. sponsored 
event. 
Carrel Barthold 
Sheryl Murphy 
With Bausch & Lomb Soflens Contacts, 
you do something nice for your eyes and give 
your whole face a lift. 
Now you can finally switch from glasses to famous 
Bausch & Lomb Softens® Contacts at a beautiful low price. 
Of course we carry all major brand~ including the new 
''Astigmatics''. 
A~JATlC 
GAR.DtN ( R-t~TA[R}:NrJ 
Don't change your face. Change to contacts. 
EXPIRES: DEC 15, 1980 
r············save s10·············, 
I ON ANY FRAME 0/ER $25 I 
• • I -WITH ANY COMPLETE EYEGLASS PURCHASE I 
: NOT VALID IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY EXPIRES: = 
a OTHER DISCOUNT OR SPECIAL OFFER. DEC 15th 1980 • 
8 • 
•......................•............•.... .: 
Amerkan Vision Centen 
PYRAMID MALL, Ithaca · 257-1453 
WE HONOR AMERICAN EXPRE~ AND ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 
Cl,ine.,,;e -·Amt·rira11 Food. 
W. Stale StrPPt 
°':''· ·_-._;:., . ~ .... "' 
Peppeuc)ine Uriiuer~sit.._y 
_ School of Lac.o , 
wishes to announa! that an admission officer will be on campm 
to sped. with anyone interested in pursuing a legal education. 
To arrange an interview or to attend a group session, contact 
the office listed below. 
Date: Contact: CAREER PLANNING 
NOV. 20, 1980 AND PLACEM&NT OFFICE 
New Wove Invades the Strand 
by Tom K. ~hapiro 
The night: Saturday. The 
place: The Strand Theatre. 
The show, SVT, Blotto, and 
the Shirts. 
I wasn't really sure what to 
expect from these three 
relatively new bands. I knew 
that Jack Cassidy, formerly of 
the Jefferson Airplane and 
Hot Tuna was in SVT. I knew 
Blotto from their great sum-
mertime song '' I Wanna Be A 
Lifeguard." And I had heard 
of the Shirts for a few years 
and heard their concerts were 
something special. I must say 
.that I spent a very enjoyable 
Saturday evening watching 
and listening to these bands. 
The size of the crowd was 
quite disappointing, even 
though the bands managed to 
generate excitement in the 300 
or so people who came. 
SVT was on first. They 
played a short and very loud 
set. To this observer the music 
that they played didn't sound 
very new at all. They sounded 
like a combination of early 
Cheap Trick and the Dead 
Boys. Cassidy looked old, the 
wrinkles on his face were evid-
ent from the fourth row. 
The best p,£i;t of their set was 
when-they did the old Johnny 
Cash Number ''I Walk The 
Line". It's too bad their per-
formance on half the ·rest ot 
the set di ctn' t manage to come _ 
through like this song. It is 
rumored that SVT is having 
trouble finding a major record 
company to sign them to a 
contract. After hcari_ng them 
one can find it easy to see why; 
they lack originality. 
Blotto played next. I must 
say that they provided the 
most enjoyment. Blotto lacks 
no originality, and make ex-
cellent parodies of our pop 
culture. Their best number 
was the salute to James Bond, 
with a song called "Good-bye 
Mr. Bond." This song went 
right into "Secret Agent 
Man", the theme from the old 
television series. They also did 
a number about our tastes in 
clothing called "We love you 
Calvin Klein", they did this 
one with poses and hip shakes. 
'All in all l think Blotto has a 
very good future in the music 
the Shirts SVT 
. ,, 
- photos by Ben Norton Annie Goldin 
business, if they continue to 
make people laugh and not 
take themselves too seriously. 
· The third act of the bill, the 
Shirts, came on after Blotto. 
Annie Goldin, whom you 
probablv remember from her 
great role in "Hair" provided 
lead singing: She is a great on-
stage personality much war-
mer than Deborah Harry. Her 
voice is fantastic and her per-
formance last Saturday was 
more than adequate. I wish I 
could say the same for the rest 
of the band. For most of the 
time they were looking off 
_ stage or down on the floor. It 
seemed they were just going 
through the motions. 
Whether it was the crowd or 
lack of it is no excuse. I can't 
Blotto 
really complain about the· 
music because it was tight and 
sounded well rehearsed, but isi 
seemed the band wasn't really! 
. into the show. ·otherwise the 
1hirts did all their favorites 
- tnd even threw in a few new 
1 
rnes. i 
All in all the show was a' 
. ·wod one. It provided a chan-, 
:e for the people of Ithaca to\ 
· be exposed to some very 
regional music. SVT is from 
San Fransico, Blotto is from 
Albany, and the Shirts are 
from Brooklyn. I just hope 
that the I.C. Bureau of Con-
. certs will continue to try to get 
these not so well known acts to 
·come to Ithaca. 
photos by Ben NorfQn 
The Good Rats Bring "Tasty'' T uneS to :the Arcade 
by Howard Altman lit up New York during the M~dJson Square Garden, and 
The Rats brought their show Blackout.- People were clam- this 1s why the Good Rats are , 
to the Arcade Wednesday· mering to the stage, trying to happy to play the bars. 
night and brought the house catch one of the ru?ber Rats Also during the ~econ.ct set, 
down by the time it was all Peppi chucked mto the Ca_t Gatt? took his Wifeless 
over. Drummer Joe Franco audience. gmtar up mto the top lc~el and 
predicted accurately when he Bars are where the loyal wailed from above whil_e the 
said, "Were gonna have fun packs of Rat fans ha~g out. rest of the band backed him on 
tonight." If after eight years, -The bar scene enab!~ .J~_e stage. 
you think the Good Rats can't band to perform at its best Fun is the name of the game 
get it up for a bar crowd, you because of the intimacy_ and for the Good Rats. Success· 
couldn't be farther from the involvement with the audience doesn't come from selling out 
truth. created. _ a big hall or producing a top 
The seco_n.d set Wednesday Peppi Marchello, the lead selling album. Success, accor-
_night justified the band's singer, pra~ces aroun~ the ding to rhythm guitarist 
abundance · of bookings, stage, taunting the audience, Mickey Marchello is "giving 
despite the fact that the band, playing with a ba~eb~ll bat, out all the energy possible and 
·is not that well known, after singing about the wild hfe of a having the audience re!urn it." 
getting used to the small 'stage rocker from the Island. This was certainly the case 
and sound problems, the band During the last set, he called ··at the Arcade Wednesday 
got the crowd up and moving up a few of the female mem- Although the Good Rats 
towards the stage. They hers of the audience to t.he have a very loyal following in 
cooked through favorites like stage and they surrounded him the northeast, they are not well 
h·1 h "Yellow known nationally and have "Tasty" and "lnjun Joe" w I e , e ~an? . 
Fl • Th omethmg never had an album break the Franco belted out a solo with ower . 1s 1s s 
~so~m~u~c~h~e~n;:;e~rg~y~,~h~e~c~o~u~ld~h~av~e~y~o~µ~:co~u;l~d;,;;n~·t~d;o~;a;;t;,,, =sa,;y:,,;,'====· =c'="=''=in='='e==d==o=n=p=a==g=·e===
9
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FilmClips-
by David Lebovitz 
Woody Allen's latest film, 
"Stardust Memories," is a 
self-indulgent fantasy in the 
same vein as Fellini's "8 ½" 
yet with less originality, as it 
was Fellini's concept. 
To me, it's pretty self-
serving to do a film about how 
terrible it is to be a star and to 
, be flanked with beautiful 
!women, when he merely 
·glorifies these. His new style is 
rather flat and involves little 
insight into his life as it pur-
ports to do. 
The film revolves around 
Woody Allen, alias Sandy 
Bates. He is juggling three 
women, each of whom wants 
something different from him. 
He can't decide what he wan-
ts. In between his Iiasons with 
these women, he is appearing 
at a festival for his films where 
he gives lectures, answers the 
public and shows off his 
newest film.· This turns out to 
be a let down to the audience, 
because "it's not funny, like 
his earlier films." 
Woody Allen's · dile~mas 
Stardust· .Memories 
seem more like our fantasies "Manhattan" or his inability swer perio"d which is laughing 
than problems. Nevertheless; to evoke pity in "Stardust· real. There is also . an 
he insists that we pity his · Memories." imaginative scene where space-
misfortune as a filmmaker. Yet "Stardust Memories" people talk to Woody Allen 
I am, as you see, rather does have some redeeming and give him advice. 
skeptical of films in which values. The cinematography Ultimately, however, 
people comfortaply standing· by Gordon Willis is wonder- "Stardust Memories" fails to · 
in the upper echelons of ful. In black and white, his make me feel sorry for Wood 
society show how dreadful it images are beautifully por-. · Allen, nor does it interest m 
is. It seems to be a simple frayed using chiaroscuro-like as a humanistic film. Instead I 
case of greed:wanting more toning and a unique crispness feel like I've been left out o · 
than you can actually have. that makes the film seem like a secret, one which Allen tor-
Obviously Woody Allen's an untouchable work of art. ments the audience through 
r -
talents lie in comedy, he's not There are also some very. the entire film. 
Ingmar Bergman, judging funny situations in th.e film,. 
from his lack of feeling in for inst~ce a question and an-
Albums- Jimmy Cliff-"t am theLMng" 
by Ben Norton feeling that hard earned "bet-
"l am the Living," Jimmy ter times" are finally upon us. 
Cliff's latest album reaches a Cliff has organized an, 
much broader audience than elaborate backup band, 
his previous recordings. enhanced by some of the finest 
Cliff's music has become more studio musicians in their 
polished through the hiring of respective fields. 
competent studio musicians Mpst noteworthy of these 
and a diverse· group of new musicians is Tom Scott. 
background vocalists. Scott arranged the horns in 
The polishing of his music three songs on the album and 
has not down played the plays alto sax on "Morning 
reggae rhythm and message, Train," 
however. The two dominant · Cliff was helped in the 
themes of the album are a arrangement of back-up 
respect for nature and . the vocals by Ch:ryl Lynn. He 
Flowers for 
all occasions~ 
has twelve people involved 
with Background harmonizing 
at different points on the 
album, creating extremely well 
balanced vocals. In "It's the 
Beginning of the End" Gene 
Page -has- arranged very 
smooth string accompanymen~ 
ts. 
In reggae music the lyrics 
are as important as the har-
monies and melodies. 
Cliff makes numerous 
references to living in balance 
with nature. In "In the. 
Beginning of the End," he 
sings "stepping _ into the, 
'future ,in harmony with 
nature,"· in "Gone Clear," 
"Nature is forever, we're 
leaving Never," and in "Mor-
ning 1rain," "How sw€:et it ;s 
to be Free, Living in nature 
naturally.'' _ 
He addresses the careless 
waste of our natural resources 
'n "Satan's Kingdom" singing 
"Well (he) who wants it all, 
ill surely Jose it all. And 
·shful waste brings woeful 
• • .· Dinner* in the Baggage Roo)Q · 
at The $tatioit ~ 
Here's a peek o! some of our surprises . . ·. 
Whole live Maine Lobsters serv_ed with clams & com on the cob $11.50 
no fear, conquering lion is Got" Cliff sings, "But desire 
here, to give everyone their ,is burning and ambition is 
equal share." In "Another yearning," reflecting tha( the 
Summer'' he writes the time is change has just begun. 
now, our dreams are coming Support reggae music. In-, 
through," and in "It's the stead of taping the album, buy 
Beginning of the End," he it. 
predicts "It's the beginning of · Jimmy Cliff will appear at 
the end, won't ever be this way the Triangle Theater in 
again." Rochester, Monday November 
In "Al!Jhe Streng_!h We've 24. ' 
Fresh Broiled Swordfish $6.95 · FreslfB1,1ked Scallops S6~9.S.- ·1 
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continued from page 7-The Good ·Rats 
- -
charts. Their lack of fame has 
nothing to do with talent. The 
Good Rats individually and 
collectively are one of the 
finest bands around. On 
drums, Joe Franco is one of 
the best in rock. Jon Gatto. 
and Mickey Marchello work as 
well as any tandem on guitars. 
Cat Gatto plays lead and takes 
all the fancy licks, while Mar-
chello covers rhythm and the 
hard stuff most people don't 
appr1:ciate. _ 
The best thing the band has · univ~rsally respected, 
'going for it, however, is the ·however, and that may be 
voice of lead singer Peppi 'because they refuse to com-
. Marchello. His voice is one of · promise. After being dropped 
the most unique in rock 'n' .by both Arista and Warner 
roll, a cross between Ray Brothers the Rats formed their· 
Davies of the Kinks and Bur- ·own Rat City Records. It is 
ton Cummings, formerly of _,under this label that their up-
the Guess Who. When he's on coming album will be released. 
stage his voice hits you in the . The Good Rats, like 
heart and could have kept :the Dead of the 1960's do· 
Rockerfellers going if he were things at their own speed anct 
listening to "Injun Joe." on their own terms. Their. 
The Good Rats aren't current work on their latest 
.. - ... -
...... 
!album, tenativcly t1tlect 'other, two are "hype and1 
'"Great American Music", ·bullshit." For the Rats,' 
· exemplifies this practice. The \money is the easiest of the! 
'band has accumulated over :former three to come by. The 
.100 hours in the studio so far, 1other two arc a different story. 
and they call it their best effort The band feels that it has a 
to date, especially in 1reputation to uphold and that 
1 . highlighting ~ach member's · 1by making the band out to be· 
talent. 'more than it really is, "theyl\ 
, Mickey Marchello says there lare risking losing their loyal 
are three things besides talent ;fans." "Hype", says Peppi! 
that arc necessary for a big '.Marchello, "turns musicians 
album. One is mo!ley, ~d t~e into whores." 
.. 
CASS PARK ICE RINK 
IS AVAILABLE FOR 
HOCKEY GAMES, SKATING PARTIES, 
AND MUCH MORE [ .... "ifiiEE. sKA TE ·aENTAi .... -~ 
: . WITH . • 
: COLLEGE I.D. CARD : 
: - · . EXPIRES 12-19-80 : 
................................................. 
·r..,..,..,...,...,....,...,...,..,,.,.,..,..,..,,.,.,,1 
I I 
·I ~ I 
Jonathon Edwards and his three-piece band will make their de- S S 
but at the Arcade tonight beginning at 9pm with Desperado S ~ 
as the opening act.Edwards come into prominence bacl(i in 1 ~72 ' 
with. 
Subliminal Seduction I,-~- --"'I 
by Diane" Vaccaro and Peeka of the clam plate on the .tion was that the ice cubes s·, FREE DINNER . 15 
Bunnell . placemat. presented in the advertisemen- S ! Good for one FREE DINNER ENTREE or PIZZA g I 
The Student Activities - Throughout the dinner, he ts were not actually ice cubes, ~ I with the purchase ofanother Dinner Entree or Pizza a ~ 
Board sponsored a demo·n- and his students compared the but were pictorial represen- I u of equal or greater value. This coupon good at the i ~ 
strative speech by Wilson actual clams on their plates to tations of monstrous figures ~ ; Vineyard Restaurant Sunday thru Thursday only. 1 I Bryan Key on Monday, Nov. the clams on the mat~. They and other symbols of night- I·\. Must present coupon. Good thru Jan. 31, 1981. J I 
l7 in Ford Hall. Key is a came to the conclusion that maresanddeath. . ~- -,.,i..-;;~o;;.:x'ti:-f;;.:ca;.-;.:E;t I 
noted author, professor, and the clams in the pictur_e were Key further pointed out that § I 
speaker on the controversial not actually represent~tive. In the billions of dollars spent 1r ~ ITALIAN FEAST ~ 
subject of subliminal seduc- fact, they were drawn m such a advertising could be I: 3 99 S tion. · manner that they symbolized drastically reduced if diffei:ent ·S • § 
· Subliminal seduction is the an orgy of seven peop e an a.1 tll... I d methods Of advertl·s1·ng were EVERY SUNDAY•MONDAY•TUESDAY s 
use of symbols, body parts, one c!onkey. Also, the word used. He praised the talents of·~ " 1 11&~ cl ~ 
and words hidden in pictures sex was vividly written into the those artists who use the s II\ a... ITHACA I 
which appeal to subconscious representation of parsley. . · subliminals in ~heir w?r~. Yet, 'llirii1 · 11 I 
desires and motives. Much of Key's presentation he blamed big busmess for I ~ 
Key opened the presentation focused on the death wish using these subliminal adver- I s 
by stating that subliminal symbols in Liquor adver- tisements in order to force I . _ lliii1 
seduction is common tisements. His major conten- . continued.on page JO ,.,,,.ll'.l.l'll"ll'll'#'l'.l~.l.ll.l,,I/JI 
throughouc many modes of -
advertising. He said that his 
studies have not offered con-
clusive :evidence, on how the 
brain picks up subliminal cues. 
He maintained however, that 
the brain somehow is subcon:. 
sciously aware of the 
subliminals in advertisements 
which influences our con-
suming behavior. 1 
The presentation included I 
slides of different adver-
tisements. _ These were a ·~ .f:•. 
representation of the adver- tif-·· -? ; 
tisements used in his three • .J. 1 
books, "Subliminal Seducf-. , . \,if'' }~ 
tion", "Media Sexploitation'~,t..,,, .. rJ 
and "The Clam Plate Orgy.'._'._._ t:c, 
In each of the slides, key :"4 
pointed out the different for-
ms of subliminals used. The 
•three major themes of tqese 
1Subliminals were self-
1 • !emulation, self-destruction 
!and nightmarish symbols and 
fi!\~r~ey's slide p;~s;t;tion, 
he showed a picture of a 
placemat from Howard John-
son's. Key told of his studen-
ts and his effort to understand 
the significance of the picture 
T THE HUNGRIEST 
Then get to the Gre,r1 American Deli 
for the Best Take-Out Foods i,:a town. 
SUPER SUBS • FRESH PIZZA 
• COLD BEER AND SODA , 
• OVERSIZED SANDWICHES, 
G SALADS AND MOCH MORE! 
lTRY OUR NEW IN·STORE BAKERY! ~ Fresh Baked Daily! Rolls • Breads -1,, • Pastries • Cakes • Cookies • Pies '#J,, 
· ------- · · Great American Deli 
fOOO \IOWI\ 
• Hancock Street and 
0 742 South Meadow Street 
ITHACA 
Open 24 Hours -.. Open Sunday 
Closed Saturday 12 PM Open Monday 
Pagel& 
University Tries New Schedule 
Madison, Wis. - (1.P.) A periods on the traditional expected to provide far more 
class scheduling experiment. Monday through Friday. flexible and innovative use of 
which may save commuting schedule can do so. class time through field trips, 
students gasoline costs will be Under the 4- or 3- week op- concentrated learning ex-
tried in the 1981 summer tion, the number of student pcriences cir program5 
sessions at the University of contact minutes per eight- designed for particular clien-
Wisconsin - Madison. week session exceeds the tele, according to Professor 
Under the. optional 4- or 3- amount of class time provided Clay Schoenfeld, director of 
day week schedule, instructors· in the present five-day mode, the Office of Inter-College 
may conduct classes during 75- but because of the extended Programs. The experiment is 
minute periods on Monday periods the experimental op- based on the success of similar 
through Thursday or may opt tion provides seven rather than programs at· Columbia, 
for instructional periods of eight instructional units per Lehigh, Southern Methodist, 
varying lengths on Friday day. Syracuse and New York 
through Sunday. Instructors· The addition of a Friday universities. 
preferring to retain 50- minute through Sunday schedule is 
*Hunger . , 
continued from page 6 
Piner stressed that our need is 
to decentralize food produc-
tion. Thi5 spring a vegetable 
garden will be started near the 
Garden Apartments. Students 
will work on growing the food 
which will be sold to Macke 
and incorporated into their 
menu. Students participating· 
Nov~mber20, 1980 
photo by Bob Madey 
*Seduction look, a bead. 
FOR YOUR NEXT HEAD TRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
CUTS, HENNAS AND PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOU. 
in (he project will learn about 
topics including agriculture, 
nutrition,and World Hunger. 
Piner said this is where 
solutions lie and by becoming 
locally self-sufficient, we are 
helping to decentralize the 
destructiveness of the 
American agricuture system. 
Those who attended the 
World Hunger Awareness 
Events, seemed to feel that the 
effoos of ICPAG' were a 
sucess. ICPAG is now 
working on organizing a 
Militarism Awareness week. 
They encourage anyone in-
terested to attend ICPAG 
Meetings on Thursday 
evenings at 7:30 in the Chapel. 
continued from page 9 
consumers to buy products 
that they di<;l not want or need. 
cupation with sex. 
Key closed the speech with a 
question and answer period. 
In this section, he emphasized 
the need for individual con-
sciousness expansion or the 
need to sensitize oneself to 
subliminals throughout the 
media. 
Key also traced the use of . 
subliminals from the times of 
Leonardo da Vinci and 
Michelangelo. He used the 
painting ''The Woman .A.sleep 
RIRYalnRRY The Dream" by Pablo Picasso to further illustrate his point. In this painting, Key 
pointed out the various uses of 
body imagery which sym-
bolized the woman's preoc-
..Special thanks go out to the 
committee on speak-ers of the 
S.A.B., and the chairman, 
David Ogilvy. 
116 N. CAYUGA STREET (Inside the Clinton House) 
2 -2221 
~f)(. 
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Angel THE ANGEL/SERAPHIM SALE
. IOne Week Only, 
eBeginning Today. SERAPHIM 
DEBUSSY llOU.JIOG: 
IMAGES FOR ORCHESTR, 
G,gue,s lbena ~ de p,1nt~rr 
PRELUDE A L'APRES-MID 
D'UN FAUNE 
CONCERTO FOR CLASSIC 
GUITAR ANO JAZZ PIANO 
ROMERO · SIIEARIHCl 
~ ~ 
LOIIIXl"S~Ou:"'"DI 
....... 
8.77 Digital LP 
5.99 Cossette 
8.77 Digital LP 
5.99 Cossette 
DIGITAL 
J S BACH THE SIX BRANDENBURG CTOS 
LA Ctiarr,ber o~ch SchwJrz DSB 3901 • 
CLAUDE BOLLING CONCERTO FOR CLASSIC GUITAR ANO 
JAZZ PIANO St·ea·,ru ,,rr,e,o OS 37321" 
J S BACH SUITE NO 2 Pansom \'!dson 
Lt. Cnambe' Ore·, OS 37330" 
DIGITAL RAGTIME MUSIC Of SCOTT JOPLIN 
..:j~!"ua R r111r P•aro OS 37331· 
DEBUSSY, IMAGtS FOR ORCH !or.jcn S,n•p,,os, 
Orel Pre.i,n OS 37Cl4 • 
STRICTLY FOR THE BIRDS •,•enc" n G·a:i,,·1, OS 37710' 
RICHARD STRAUSS ALSO SPRACH ZARATHUSTRA 
Phlli!de'~r,11 O•c.h OrmJrd) OS 3774.: 
FRANK POURCEL CONDUCTS A DIGITAL CONCERT OS 3775 t" 
WAGNER SIEGFRIED IDYLL Acade'Tl1 ol St Mart,n 
1r1 1 ... e F•c1:ls Marrir,e~ OS 37758· 
A DIFFERENT KIND OF BLUES Perl~.an P•ev,n 
,,. tn Mar.ne Hall & \1 tcr,e'lr OS-37780 
CHOPIN WALTZES Pe•,·a"o OS 37332 
OPERA 
BIZET CARMEN Callas Gtdn1 
PUCCINI TOSCA Ca· 01 8erscr,1 G.:~c, 
ROSSINI THE BARBER OF SEVILLE ~•·Ines S· 1•, le,,·,, 
VERDI OTELLO V1~lce•<., Fren1 t<araJan 
MASSENET THAIS S,1:1 ~•ires Ge,,da 
STRAUSS !RI SALOME • J',' , 0 
VERDI IL TROVATORE Pr·:e e,·1,r Pn' ea,,, ar 
PUCCINI TURANDOT Cti:.ia 1e CJ•re•,•~ frer .. 
DONIZETTI DON PASQUALE S·,"1 S·,,us C i,d,.,:. 
VERDI RIGOLETTO 1J,'nes S,:rs Sr,•,:, n ,<'e 
VERDI DON CARLOS c,,,,,a• fren, >'a•,, , 0 
VERDI LA TRAVIATA Ca 'as "'"" 
VERDI AIDA ~rc"1 Car:t·j~ '.',c, nJ Pt-1, l'drd;Jn 
LEHAR THE MERRY WIDOW s,111 Rea,, 
MASCAGNI CAVAllERIA RUSTICANA LEONCAVALLO 
PAGllACCI CJt,.illP s~:i:·u Car•(!•J~ M·JII 
.ORCHESTRAL 
SCLX JG;o· 
Sbt 365~· 
SCLX 31Gt· 
SCLX 3609 
SCL1 3532" 
SBLX-38·18" 
SCL>' 3855" 
SCL ~-3857" 
SBLX 387 t • 
3ZCX 3812" 
SZDX 3875" 
ZBX 3910 
szcx 3888 
S 37\GO" 
szc~ 30,s· 
TCHAUIOVSKY THE NUTCRACKER-BAllET L:, 0 P,e,,n 53 3/o8" 
PijOKOFIEV ROMEO ANO JULIET LS O Prr,n SC 3802' 
TCHAIKOVSKY SLEEPING BEAUTY-BAllET LS O Prp,,•, SCLX 3a12· 
TCHAIKOVSKY SWAN LAKE-BALLET LS O Pre.,r, SCLX 383~ • 
MAHLER SYMPHONY NO 5 lennstedt SZe 3883" 
MAHLER SYMPHONY NO 9 in O Te,r.stedl SZB 3899' 
PROKOFIEV PETER & THE WOLF HAYDN TOY SYMPHONY 
U<11nQJ K.1rJ1<1'l 
STRAVINSKY PETROUCIIKA & THE FIREBIRD 
C111:c1Jo St:npti Guilir,1 
TCHAIKOVSKY THE NUTCRACKtR, SUITES I & 2 
l SO Prev,n 
HOLST THE PLANETS LS O Pre,rn 
JOPLIN THE RED BACK BOOK Ne,. England Conser, 
PREVIN PLAYS GERSHWIN AN AMERICAN IN PARIS 
A TCIIAIKOVSKY SPECTACULAR 1812 OVERTURE & 
ROMEO & JULIET l SO Pre"n 
Offer expires 
11/30/80 
S 3oG38' 
,FO 36039" 
S 36990" 
S 3G991 • 
S 36060" 
SFO 36610" 
S 36890" 
CALLAS 
LA TRAVIATA 
KRAUS Sfr.fNf 
WAGNER 
SIEGFRIED IDVU. 
TCHAl<OVSKY: 
ANDANTE CANTABa 
BOCCHERN: llNlE 
FAURE • DVORAK • GIi 
~dSL...........,. 
-
BRAHMS 
DOUBLE C.ONCERTO 
PERLMAN 
RQSTkOPO\IICH 
8.77 Digjtal LP 12.98 Double LP 
or Cassette 
5.99 LP or 
Cossette 
8.77 Digitol LP 8. 77 Digital LP 8.77 Digital LP 
5. 99 Cossette 
5.99 LP or 
Cossette 
RACHMANINOFF: SYMPHONY NO. 2 LS O Pre,ro S 36954 BRITTEN· SPRING SYMPHONY. B,ker Tear Prevrn S 31562 
PREVIN CONDUCTS LONDON SYMPH ORCH S 37021 HAYDN. SYMPHONY NO 94 ING 
ALBINONI AOAGLIO, PACHELBEL CANON Marrrner S 37044 • P11tsbJr~h Symph Prcv1n sz 37;75 
VIVALDI THE FOUR SEASONS Perlman London Pt,rl S 37053" MAHLER SYMPHONY NO 4 P,11,b,•gh Sympo Pre"n sz 37576" 
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV. SCHEHERAZADE. STRAVINSKY THE RITE OF SPRING 
Orth C:e Pari~ Aostropov1ch S 3/0GI" Philadelphia Orch Mutt sz 316,16" 
WINE, WOMEN ANO SONG· FAVORITE WALTZES OF SCHUMANN SYMPHONY NO 3 IN E FLAT. 
JOHANN STRAUSS Boskovsky S 37010" Bc•lp1 Ph•I Tcnnstcdt sz 376,5 
KARAJAN CONDUCTS WAGNER ALBUM I Berl,n P11,1 S 37091" DVORAK SYMPHONY NO 8 Berhn Ph,1 Kara1an Sl 37686" 
KARAJAN CONDUCTS WAGNER ALBIJM 2 Bert,n Pt, I S 37096" RAVEL BOLERO L SO Prrnn sz 37610" 
BRITTEN FOUR SEA INTERLUDES LS O Prev,n S 37142 INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC OF JOHANN STRAUSS 8crlrn Ph,t -Kara1an S 31144" 
IMPROVISATIONS WEST MEETS EAST AtBUM 3 RACHMANINOFF: PIANO TRANSCRIPTIONS Ohlsson S 31219" Menuhin Shankar Rampa! SFO 31200" RACHMANINOFF THE.COMPLETE PIANO CTOS Anre,as SCB 3801 WALOTEUFEL. WALTZES & POLKAS Boskovsky S 31208" CHOPIN THE COMPLETE NOC.TURNES. Ohlsson P,ano SZB 3889' KARAJAN. SHOWPIECES FOR ORCHESTRA ALBUM I S-31231 • IN THE CLASSIC STYLE Parken,ng S 36019' KARA JAN. SHOWPIECES FOR ORCHESTRA ALBUM 2 S-31232" PARKENING PLAYS BACH S 36041" TCHAIKOVSKY. SLEEPING BEAUTY-BALLET FAVORITE CLASSICS FOR THE PIANO Penna«o S 36049" HIGHLIGHTS L SO Previn S 31261. 
LISZT-HUNGARIAN RHAPSODIES Boskovsky S 37271" THE CHRISTOPHER PARKENING ALBUM S-36069" 
LISZT HUNGARIAN RHAPSODIES ALBUM 2 Boskovsk; S 312/}J" THE ROMANTIC CHOPIN Pennano S 3E088" 
SHOSTAKOVICH. SYMPHONY NO 5 Ch,cago Syrr.ph Prevrn S 31285" TCHAIKOVSKY CONCERTO NO I l'le,ssenwg Kara1an S-36755" 
GROFE: GRANO CANYON SUITE Utah Sy mph f,br.ivanet S 37314" MOZART THE FOUR HORN CONCERTOS Tuckwell Mamner S-36840' 
RENAISSANCE SUITE Munrow S 3/449" JOPLIN THE EASY WINNERS. Prevrn Perlmdn S 31113' 
SCHUBERT SYMPHONIES NOS 3 & 5 Berl,n Ph, Kara1an S/ 31754 • ITZHAK PERLMAN PLAYS FRITZ KREISLER S 31111 • 
RESPIGHI THE PINES OF ROME l SO Garu,11, S 31402" ITZHAK PERLMAN PLAYS FRITZ KREISLER ALBUM 2 5.37254• 
HANDEL MUSIC FOR THE ROYAL FIREWORKS BLOCH SCHElOMO Be, nste,n S 37256" 
LS O Ma:,erras S 31404' BRAHMS VIOLIN CONCERTO IN O Perlman 
SIBELIUS FINLANOIA Bert,n Phrl Kara1an S 3740B" Ch,cago Symph G1"""' S 37286" 
PRE VIN CONDUCTS ALBUM 2 L S 0 S 31409 IMPRESSIONS FOR FLUTE Rdnsom W,tson S 31308" 
BEETIIOVEN· SYMPHONY NO 3 l SO Jochum S 31410" ROMANTIC PIANO MUSIC Penna«o S 31324" 
ELGAR.& WALTON MARCHES London Ph,t Bault s 3143G" KOTO FLUTE-FOUR FLUTE CONCERTOS BY VIVALDI 
DVORAK. SYMPHOHY NO 9 "NEW WORLD" RJnsom W1lsom New Ko!o Ensemble ol To~yo S-37325" 
Bcrf,n Ph1f Kdra1<1n S J/43/" THE DIVINE GIULIANI A Romero Gurtar sz 37326" 
DEBUSSY LA MER RAVEL. BOLERO Bcrhn Phd KJrd1an S 31438" VIOLIN DUETS WORKS BY LECLAIR. ETC Perlman 7ukerman S 37406 
A LITTLE NIGHT MUSIC Acuder'ly of St Manu1 m the RODRIGO CONCIE.RTO DE ARANJUEZ Romero LS O Prev,n S :f/440" 
F e!ds Mzrr1ner S 37443· GOLOMARK VIOLIN CONCERTO NO. I 
BEETHOVEN SYMPIIONY NO 5 LS O Jocr ""' S 3/463" Perlmiln P111sburgh Symph -Previn S 37445• 
ROSTROPOVICH CONDUCTS RUSSIAN FAVORITES- KOTO VIVALDI-THE SEASONS New Kato Ensemble ol Tokyo S 31450" 
MUSSORGSKY· NIGHT ON BALO MOUNTAIN & MORE S 3746,1" ITZHAK PERLMAN VIRTUOSO VIOLINIST S 31456" 
MUSIC OF KETELBEY Amb•os,an S,ngm lanchber1 S 31483" TEA FOR TWO Menuhm Grappeth S 37533• 
BERLIOZ SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE LS O Prevrn S 31465" ENCORES Perlman Sanders sz 37560" 
SIBELIUS SYMPHONY NO 5 Berlrr1 Ph,I Kara1an S 31490" BRAHMS, PIANO CTO NO I Onlssoo 
TCHAIKOVSKY SYMPHONY NO J "Pohsh" '-'ut, S 31496 London Phil . T ennstedl · sz 37568" 
MAHLER· SYMPHONY NO I London Ph I lennstcdt S 31506" J HAYDN HORN CTOS NOS I &..] Tuckwell SZ-31569" 
TCHAIKOVSKY ROMEO ANO JULIET. FANTASY OVERTURE ITZHAK PERLMAN THE SPANISH ALBUM San<!e<s-P,ano sz 37590" 
london Phrl Rostropov1ch S 37(,28" KOTO HANDEL WATER MUSIC & ROYAL FIREWORKS 
HANDEL WATER MUSIC Mackerras sz 3/532" MUSIC. New Kato Ensemble ol Tokyo S-37620" 
GRIEG PEER GYNT. Blomstedt S 37535· TCHAIKOVSKY: VIOLIN CONCERTO IND Perlman Ormandy SZ 37640" 
HINDEMITH CONCERT MUSIC FOR STRINGS & BASS BEETHOVEN PIANO SONATAS NO. 8, 14, 23 We,ssenberg S 376608 
Ph1iadetph<a Orch Ormandy Sl 37536" BRAHMS. DOUBLE CONCERTO. Perlman Rostropov,ch SZ-37680" 
SIBELIUS FOUR LEGENDS FROM THE KALEVALA A SURE THING: MUSIC OF JEROIIE KERN luckwell SZ-37723" 
Ph,lade<ph,a Orch -Ormandy S 31537" MUSIC FROM FILMS Oamcl Adn, sz 37757• 
MUSSORGSKY-RAVEL· PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION SIBELIUS CONCERTO IND MINOR Perlman 
Ph>ladetph.a Orch Mui< S 37539· P,ttsburgh Symph -Previn SZ-37663" 
SCHUBERT SYMPHONY NO 8 Berhn Ph,t Kara1an S 31050 KOTO MOZART. The New koto Enscmblo of Tokyo S 37553' 
SCHUBERT SYMPHONY NO 9 Berl,n Phil Kara1an S 37545• 
WALOTEUFEL. WALTZES ALBUM 2 Boskovsky 5.37547• 
TCHAIKOVSKY SWAN LAKE-BALLET LS O Prev,n S 31561' 0 1nd1cates CJ5SC11e ava1lab1hty 
405 C~llege A venue 
Ithaca, New Y o~k 
CHORAL & VOCAL 
HANDEL· MESSIAH Gedda Schwarzkopf Klempercr SCL 3651 
JS BACH CHRISTMAS ORATORIO Amet,ng Baker Tear 
CMrr ol K,ng s College SC 3840 
VERDI. REQUIEM Scotto Battsa Muir SZB 3856' 
CHRISTMAS SONGS Obernkrrchen Chorus S-35914 
A CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL. Roger Wagner Chorale S-36016 
VAUGHAN WllllAIIS. HODIE Ba,er l SO Willcocks S 36291 
HANDEL MESSIAH. Schwarzkopl Gedda Klemperer S 36324 
CHARPENTIER MIDNIGHT MASS FOR CHRISTMAS 
Kings College Choir W1llcocks S 36528 
ORFF· CARMINA BU RANA Ph,lharmon1a Orch ~•st, sz 37666 
* * * 
CALLAS LA DIVINA SB 3941 
THE ELISABETH SCHWARZKOPF CHRISTMAS ALBUU S 36i~O 
BEYERL Y SILLS SINGS OPERA ARIAS S 37255 
UP IN CENTRAL PARK. S,lls Milnes S 37323 
SHOSTAKOVICH· SONGS & DANCES OF DEATH 
Vrshnevskaya Rostropov,ch S 37403 
MARIA CALlAS THE LEGEND S-37551 
BEVERl Y SILLS-OPERA.ARIAS ALBUM 2 sz 37727 
MUSIC Of VICTOR HERBERT. Srils LS O Kosle!anetz SFO 3716C 
SERAPHIM 
DACH CHRISTMAS ORATORIO, Goebel Fischer 01eskau SIC 604[ 
HANDEL: MESSIAH, Sargent SIC 605[ 
TCHAIKOVSKY: TB12 OVERTURE, ROMEO & JULIET 
FAljTASY OVERTURE, Royal Ph<I Sargent S 6002: 
DVORAK· SYIIPHONY NO. 9 "NEW WORLD." Gruhn, S-6004! 
A MOZART EVENING <E<ne Kle,nc Nachtmus,kl Oavrs S 6005. 
BEETHOVEN: PIANO CONCERTO NO. 5, G,esek,ng S 6006! 
THE BEST OF GILBERT & SULLIVAN, Baker Evans Sargent S 6014! 
BERLIOZ SYIIPHONIE FATASTIQUE. Beecham S 60161 
HOLST. THE PLANETS, LA Ph<l ·Stokowsk, S 601 I' 
TCHAIKOVSKY THE NUTCRACKER & 
SLEEPING BEAUTY SUITES, Doutt S 6011• 
DUKAS SORCERER'S APPRENTICE-RAVEL: BOLERO. 
Oervaux S 601/ 
BRITTEN. A CEREMONY OF CAROLS K,ng s College Chorr S 6021 
HANDEL MESSIAH-GREAT CHORUSES/ARIAS, Sargenr S 6022 
STRAVINSKY: SUITES FROM FIREBIRO & PETROUCHKA 
Berhn Ph,I -Stokowsk< • · S 6022 
GREGORIAN CHANT, RP Lucien Oe,ss 6026 
ALBINONI· ADAGIO; PACHELBEL: CANON, Aur<acombc S 6021 
HANDEL· WATER MUSIC & ROYAL FIREWORKS, Sargent S 6027 
•IIICHARO STRAUSS. ALSO SPRACH ZARATHUSTRA, Kempe S-6028 
BEETHOVEN APPASIONATA. MOONLIGHT, PATHETIQUE 
SONATAS. Solomon ' 6026 
RIMSKY·KORSAKOV;lOVE FOR THREE ORANGES, Slemberg S 6029 
TCHAIKOVSKY: PIANO CONCERTO NO 1. Pennano S 6031 
TCHAIKOVSKY: ROMEO & JULIET. Ph1lharmonra Orch -Grulro, S 6031 
TELEIIANN: Sil( SONATAS FOR TWO FlUT~S. Oebost Galway S,603, 
MUSIC FOR ST. MARK'S; Wrllcocks S-6031 
VICTORIA OE LOS ANGELES, OPERA ARIAS 6031 
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: SCHEHERAZADE, Le,nsdorl S 603, 
SCHUBERT. SYMPHONY NO 8 !UNFINISHED> G<uhn< S 603: 
ERICH LEINSDORF CONDUCTS S-603: 
Booters Lose to SUNY Binghamton 
.. , ... 
by Mark Cannizzaro 
The Ithaca College Soccer 
Bombers lost a tough 1-0 game 
in two overtimes to S.U.N.Y. 
Binghamton in the New York 
State finals Saturday. 
The heartbreaking loss ended 
the Bombers bid for the 
National Championship. The 
loss also left them ranked 
number two in the final New 
York State polls. 
The Bombers started off the 
game sluggishly, playing with a 
laid back style, uncharac-
teristic of their normal game 
plan. In the second half they 
began to consistently control 
the game by playing their usual 
game. 
photos by Ben Norton 
The Bomber domjnance con-
tinued through the overtime 
until Binghamton took advan-
tage of a good opportunity and 
scored the game winner. 
Coach Al Maccormack ~aid, 
"We played well enough to 
win, but unfortunately we 
missed numerous oppor-
tunities." 
Maccormack, however 
credited both goalies for 
superb games saying, "The 
two stars of the game. were 
definitely the goalies, Craig 
Stewart for the Bombers and 
Paul Quinlan, the Binghamton 
keeper." 
He also cited some of the op-
portunities that were lost to 
Binghamton of good defemive 
plays. He noted that "Jeff 
LaRue had two great oppor-
tunities as well as Bob Stile,,'' 
Maccormack also pointed 
out the great defen~ivc joh 
Binghamton did marking the 
Bomber5 leading ~corer Bob 
Stiles. 
Outstanding games were 
played by Kim Christianson 
and Hugo Guaglianone on the 
front line. 
Although the loss was major 
,disappointment, the Bombers 
closed out their finest season 
in the school's history, 
finishing at 13-3. 
Bombers Face Wagner College 
by DanZako 
This past Sunday, word went 
out to head coach Jim Butter-
field and his undefeated Ithaca 
College Bombers (10-0)that 
_Wagner College (8-1) of Staten 
Island, N.Y. will be the next 
opponent en route to a second 
consecutive Stagg Bowl. 
The NCAA Division III East 
Regional quarterfinal playoff 
game will be played this 
Saturday at South Hill Field. 
Kick off time is set for 12:30 
p.m. , 
This will be the first meeting 
ever between the Bombers and 
Wagner and the fir,st ever trip 
to the play-offs for Wagner. 
Wagner, by destroying For-
dham 56-23, a team Ithaca 
beat 28-16, made it a little 
easier for the Division Ill 
selection- committee. --- The 
other teams that had 
possibilities in making the 
playoffs _were· Alfred, who lost 
to Buffalo 31-29 and Salsbury 
State who were idle last Satur-
day. 
Wagner College, under third-
year coach Bill Russo, has im-
proved dramatically under his 
guidencc. In 1978, Wagner's 
record was 2-8, in '79 it was 5-
5 and this year's 8-1 record is 
the best for the college since 
1967, when it went 9-0 and the 
Lambert Bowl. 
Ithaca College will have to 
rebound after two unim-
pressive wins over Hobart and 
Cortland. The Bomber's wins 
could have been looking ahead 
to this game against Wagner. 
At any rate, l.C. will have to 
be playing their best ball of the 
vear this Saturdav in front of 
their 8,000 am!· mon: lo~·al 
supporters. 
In other quarterfinal games 
this Saturday, Dubuque (8-1-
1) will be at Minnesota-Morris 
(8-1-1) for the West 
showdown. In the North 
meeting, Baldwin-Wallace ( l 0-
0) will be at ·. Dayton ( 11-0) and 
in the South match-up, num-
."ber 2 ranked Widener (10-0) 
will be in Bethany, W. 
Virginia (9-0). The semifinals 
will be pla~ed Nov. 29 with the 
East winner playing the West 
'winner and North playing the 
South. The two finalist, will 
meet in Phenix City, Alabama 
Dec.6 for the championship of 
Divi~ion ill. 
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Basketball Opens in 
· ,. Hofstra i Tournainent 
Basketball Competitive 
bv Thomas Buchbinder 
by Betsy Koffman 
The Woman's Varsity 
Basketball returns nine players 
from last year's team which 
came in third in the state. 
Coach Natalie Smith is very op-
timistic about improving her 
15-6 record. 
This year the squad will be 
lead by senior co-captains 
Faith Colter and Maureen 
Skovrinski. , Colter was last 
year's leading scorer and 
rebounder. 
The other returning players 
are sophmores Alison Bishop, 
Jill Eppolito, Cathy Foto, most of their games against 
Diane Lazeski, Kathy Price Division II teams and a few 
and senior Judy Watkins. from Division ·1. The teams 
Soph. Nancy Kleinsmith is they had no problem beating 
· out with and ankle injury as is last year have been cut from 
freshperson Tuti Scott. The this year's schedule. · 
team will see action from Playing a pressure defense 
newcomers Jr. Joy Bertram, and an aggressive orfense, the 
fresh persons Margaret team plans to make up in speed 
Blomquist, Sherri Di Dio-,Mary for what they laci.in height. 
Marcinkowski and Allison The team looks well-balanced 
Wilder. Senior Monica Bertino I which will alleviate the pressure 
is out for the season with a on Colter. 
knee injury. The season opens with the 
The women have their Hofstra Tournament on 
toughest season ever playirig Friday,-Nov. 28 and 29. 
The Ithaca College Men's 
Basketball team will open its 
longest season in history this 
weekend. The 26 game 
schedule is the most extensive 
in the team's existence. 
Head Coach Tom Baker 
believes the Bombers will 
again be competitive this year. 
Coming of a 12-12 record, 
Baker feels this year's team 
should show improvement. 
Pat Clark will be at the center 
or forwar4, position. Todd 
Hart will play the power for-
ward while Jamie Frank will 
hold down the point guard 
position·. 
This year's team is a young 
one with five sophmores and a 
freshperson. Many arc retur-
ning from last year, so inex-
perience shouldn't be as 
devastating as with most 
young teams. 
Gyinnastic 
Cornell 
Team to Meet 
at Invitational 
Baker feels that this is the 
fastest team he has coached at 
Ithaca College thus far. The 
game play will be to run on of-
fense and press on defense. 
In order to execute this type 
of game, Baker will need 10 
good players to interchange 
often. 
A unique quality of the team 
has been the enthusiasm 
generated 1:Jy the players. 
Baker called the team "into 
basketball" and "fun to wat-
ch." 
Starting positions weren't 
completely finalized at this 
writing but three players were 
nam::d as definite. Co-captain 
The competition in the ICAC 
should again be tough with 
defending champion St. 
Lawrence providing a stiff 
challenge. 
Don't count out any team in 
the league because there is 
eveness throughout. Baker 
believes the league champ 
could lose as many as three 
games. 
The first game for the Bom-
bers will _be the Eastern Con-
necticut Tournament this 
weekend. Other teams com-
peting will be Nichols, 
Bridgewater and Eastern 
Connecticut State. 
By Sheryl Murphy 
The Ithaca College 
Women's Gymnastic Team 
will be starting its 1980/81 
season on December 6 at the 
Cornell Invitational. 
The meet will be held in Bar-
ton Hall at Cornell and will 
have two rotations of five 
teams each. The first rotation 
will start at 11 am and the 
second rotation, comprised of 
the five top seeded teams, will 
begin at approximately 1 :30-
pm. 
This meet will provide the 
coaches the first chance to see 
the members of the team per-
forming in competition. Not 
only can the coaches watch to 
see how the women per"rorm 
under the pressure of com-
petition, but the women will 
have the opportunity to com-
pete in events that they might 
not nor~ally during the 
season. 
The four events the team 
will be participating in are the 
balance beam, uneven parallel 
bars, vault, and floor exercise. 
Coach Carnes, of the I.C. 
team has prepared ap-
proximately 12 girls to take 
part in each event. She hopes 
to be able to choose the top six· 
for each event based on the 
women's performances in the 
Cornell Invitational. 
Budweiser. 
KING OF BEERS. 
·1111 E II DF TIE WEIi 
.. - ---- --·-.. .. . - . ---
Sophrnore Craig Stewart's goaltending abilities 
have been a ~rent asset to the Ithaca College 
Booter"'. 
Senior Paul Rosow said, 4'Next year 'Shep' should 
take the team very fur." 
The members of · the 
1980/81 ..gymnastic team who 
will be competing on Decem-
ber 6 are Judy Bell, Sue Bour-
ne, Maria Castrataro, Sue 
Chapin, Faith Dana, Rose 
Daniele, Chris Ficken, Kitty-
Galica, Kim Garbinski, Jill 
Hannum, Linda Johnson, Lyn 
Qualich, Diane Riefenstahl," 
Ellie Sanders, Eve Singer, 
Sheri Speling, and Teri 
Stalker. 
Coach Carnes hopes to see a 
large turn-out of I.C. students 
at Barton Hall on December 6 
to support the gymnastic team 
in their first meet of the 
season. 
Co-captain Bob Durocher said, ' 4ffis maturity 
makes him a candidate for captain next year." 
In seven starts he has ttllowed only four goals. 
· For his outstanding efforts u·nd abilities he has 
been selected as Athlete of the Week. 
. ; ·:-.. ~. \'';7'.~ ;f {~_'.~~.:~? 
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Efforts to Renovate Dryers Succeed 
by Michele A. DeStaffan 
Through the efforts of 
Student Government, Upper 
Quad residents, business ser-
vices and housing, renovation 
will begin in Upper Quad 
dorms ,to allow for increased 
efficiencey of dryers located 
there. 
There has been a problem 
with the clothes dryers in 
Talcott, Holmes, Hillard, and 
Roland for approximately one 
· year, and it was just brought 
to the attention of the Student 
Government this term. Under 
the direction of Jim Leech, the 
Studen~ Body President, he 
has heard various complaints 
pertain.ing to the dryt:rs. Matt 
Toback, a resident of Talcott 
and vice chair of the Student 
Congress brougpt the problem 
to everyone's attention. 
Sophomore Theresa Delgrippo 
has also bet:n active in 
brfoging attention to the 
situation. 
Ithaca College rents the 
laundry equipment from the 
· Miller Vending Compamy. 
The Miller Company has been 
upgrading and renovating the 
equipment for the past five 
years in all of the dorms. The 
last buildings to be completed 
are the Upper Quads. This 
spring housing planned to 
start the renovation, however, 
due to the seriousness of the 
problem with the dryers, the 
project will begin Nov. 24. 
Problems such as scorched 
clothing, clothes that did not 
dry and fires have occurred 
this year. These occurrences 
take place because, the dryers 
that are located in the Upper 
Quads are non-venting dryers, 
_and humidity build-up is high. 
Also responsible is the over-
crowding of dryers. The laun-
Runners in Saturday's S.A.B. Turkey Trot 
photo ·by Rebecca Lelle 
Handloomed, handprinted cotton 
bedspreads, rugs, and tablecloths 
-from India 
Don't just put them on 
your bed ... you can hang 
them on the wall, use them 
.Collegetown Commons Pyramid 
' 273-7939 or 267-2222 
~ S~-H. 1 305 Vine Street 
I ICIIPlAN ,Liverpool, N. Y. 13088 EOUCATIONALCENTER (31 S) 451-2970 TEST PREPIIRATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 
EXAM DATE 
4/25/81 
4/25/81 
3/21/81 
4/4/81 
I 
PREPARE FOR 
0Ei 
Ifil ;l =t 
tfil :, ti, ii 
10t-tSi 
CLASSES START 
J/1/81 
J/10/81 
2/7/81 
12/1.3/80 
1¾2¾80 1 25 81 
dry rooms in these buildings 
are located in the middle of the 
floors and there is no place for 
outside vents. The venting of 
these laundry rooms should be 
completed in the beginning of· 
December. 
Ted Coviello, purchasing 
agent for the college has kept 
in close contact with the Miller 
Company, who will replace 
the dryers in the Upper Quads 
and vent the areas. The dryers 
will be relocated to the third 
floor of each unrenovated 
building on the Upper Quad. 
Rebates will be given to all 
four buildings due to past 
problems with the dryers. 
Coviello feels that "everyone 
has been very co-operative in 
this matter, especially the 
students who presented the 
problem in a very organized 
manner." 
The Offices of Residential 
Fact of the Week 
If you forget one birth con-
trol pill, take the forgotten pill 
as soon as you remember, and 
your next one at regular time. · 
(Yes, that may mean 2 pills inl 
a day). 
Life and Purchasing are 
working together 'with the 
students, in hopes that this 
project will be completed by 
winter break. Bill Perkins, the 
assistant director of housing i, 
also pushing for the prqject's 
completion. 
Get into shape. 
$12. 
At Command Pcrfonn,1ncl· we 
,1Japt the hair..tyle vou \\;me to 
the hair vou have. 
Sn e\'en ~\'hile your hair b 2m\\ • 
ing, our h,1ircut cqntinue, to 
hdp it hold it, ,hape. 
:\nu you cominuc to get al', the 
looks y1,u're looking for. 
Shampoo, prcci~ion cut ,md 
There are a few other area~ 
on the J.C. campus that are 
also being plagued with dryer 
problems. These coij]plainr~ 
are presently being explored. 
blow dry for men and women. $12 
No appointment nccc~~ary, c\'er. 
Command Performancel<. 
F.orthelooksthatgetthelooks"" 
Pyramid Mall ~-
Ithaca 
257-4020 
!/Jk.Lu 
J61 c,711,M<a flkd 
J1 n ff~ §~ Y~ 
OPEN Mon. - Sat. 9 to 6 Phone 2 73.2·~J3 
Whole Grains 
Fresh Fruit 
& Vegetables 
Hain Health Foods 
SUPER 
SPECIALS 
CALIFORNIA NAVEL 
ORANGES 
N. Y .S. APPLES 
ITALIAN CHESTNUTS 
ASSORTED IMPORTED AND 
DOMESTIC CHEESES 
c10£R 
LOW, LOW PRICES 
Arrowhead M,l!s 
Flours 
Dalfy Products 
Cheeses 
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AnnouncementsAnno~n:cements,, 
I.C. Notes 
Thanksgiving Break 
All Residence Halls will close Wed-
nesday, Nov. 26, at 10 a.m. No 
~tudents may remain in the residence 
halls with the exception of Hudson 
Heights and Garden Apartment 
residents. No one will be permitted to 
re-enter the halls prior to Sunday, 
Nov. 30 at 2 p.m. Remember to: 
I. disconnect all electrical wires 
2. lock windows and doors 
3. take valuables home 
4. turn off refrigerator, empty and 
leave open. 
5. empty trash. 
Meals 
Tower D1111ng Hall close after dmncr 
Monday Nov. 24 
Terrace Dining Hall clo,e after lunch 
tuesday, Nov.25 
Union Dining Hall clo1e after dinner 
Tuesday, Nov. 25. 
Snack Bar 
Wednesday, Nov.26 8:30-4:30p.m. 
Sunday, Nov. 30 lp.m.- la.m. 
All dining halls· will reopen for break-
fa1t on Monday, Dec. I. 
Room Changes: Sec your Resident 
Director. 
Leaving campus next" 5eme~ter? 
Remember to check out properly. 
Dorms will close for Winter Break on 
C:,a:urday Dec. 20 at IOa.m. The donps 
v.ill reopen Saturday Jan. IO at 2 p.m. 
There will be a new 5ecurity number in 
effect after Thanksgiving. The number 
on campus will be 6100, and the off 
:ampu~ number will be277-2444. 
Applications for the 1981-82 R.A. 
openings will be available through your 
resident director after winter break. 
Rebates 
Th~ough the joint efforts of Students 
Government, Office of Resideniial 
Life and .Busine,~ Services, the dryers 
on the Upper Quads will be replaced· 
and vented. The dryers will be 
relocated to the third floor of each 
unrcnovatcd building on the Upper 
Quads. Rebates will be given to all 
four building, due to past problems 
with the drye~s. 
Community Service· 
Field Work? Now is the time to plan 
for next semester's field experience. 
Sec me now so we can make 
arrangements. You cannot preregi1ter 
for Community Service. 
Possible field placements include: 
Drop In Center: Small group ac-
tivities with children ages 6 months to 
5 years old. Help out with large motor 
and small motor co-ordination. Learn 
about child development first hand. 
South Laming Center: Counseling 
and one to one work with female 
juvenile delinquents. Transportation 
required. 
Division for Youth: Outreach and 
after care for juvenile delinquents. 
Meadow House: Group and one to 
one work with mentally retarded and 
emotionally disturbed adults. 
Call Elaine Leeder at 3311 or come to 
Muller 307. 
Exhibits 
The Upstairs Gallery presents 
HOLIDAY COLLECTION -- 1980, 
featuring a wide variety of art, crafts, 
calendars, books, and gifts. The 
Gallery is located in the DeWitt Office 
Complex at 215 North Cayuga Street. 
Work by local artists Mary Lee 
Herbster and Alison Mason Kingsbury 
Bishop is featured, along with both 
Japanese and contemporaru prints. 
There arc ceramics by Carolym 
Chester and Leslie Ehrlich, and sculp-
ture by Stephen Porter. 
Crafts displayed include African art 
and Mohawk baskets. 
Unique at The Upstairs Gallery this 
season are English Museum calendars 
from the National Gallery and the 
Tate Gallery in London. Also from I 
the Tate arc hard-cover address books . 
featuring details from paintings by · 
J.M.W. Turner. 
The Gallery stocks a selection of I 
unusual art books; also available by 
order at a discount is the new range of 
Cornell University/Phaidon Press 
(Oxford, England) books: classic 
works of art history. In this series are 
not only current volumes, but may 
bywriters who have long been out of 
print. 
A handsom "Tote" bag displaying 
the Gallery logo complements gift, of 
a more serious nature. 
The Upstairs Gallery i, not-for-, 
profit organization. Information 
about future exhibitiom and details of 
mcmber,hip may be obtained at The 
Gallery or by calling 272-8614. Hours 
arc Tuesday through Friday, 11 :00 to 
4:30, Saturday, 11:00 to 1:30. 
HOLIDAY COLLECTION - 1980 
. will be on view and for sale through 
December 27; closed on December 25. 
The public is always welcome, and 
browsing is encouraged. 
Visual Studies Workshop Exhibitions 
for November 26 - January 9. 31 
Prince St., Rochester, New York. 
Hours: Monday 5p.m.-9p.m .• 
Tuesday Noon-9p.m., Wednesday-
Saturday Noon-5p.m. Adnission is 
free and open to the public. 
Workshop Gallery: Phyllis Galem-
bo ·and Bernard Faucon use color 
photography to record fictional 
situations which they have constructed 
Each use a variety of props, costumes, 
and scenery to examine both whim-
sical and disturbing aspects of fantasy. 
Galembo's work revels in a world of 
Photo by Ben Norton 
"6 RMS RIV VU, "by Bob Randell, will be presented in the Crossroads on 
Dec. 1 /, 12, and 13. 
"6RMS RIV VU," (6 Rooms River View), is a play about two people who 
have come to look at an apartment that 1s for rent. They meet and what 
follows is a delightful,_romantic comedy of two people who want to have an 
affair. 
The play is directed by Maryellen Mulcahy and will star Pally A. Teixeira 
and Lenny Haas. Many people may have seen this as a made for T. V. movie 
starring Carol Burnell and Alan Alda. Also performing in the S.A.B. 
production are Corrine Mandell, Tony Becker, Martie Narr, Holly Rhodes, 
Seo/I DiDonato and Obdulio Butler. 
Tickets will be SJ.SO for everyone and they can be purchased III advance or 
at the door. Refreshments will be sold before the performance and during in-
termission. Show times will be 8:00 pm on Dec. 11 and 13 and 7:00 on Dec 
12. 
confetti, paper mache, glitter, tin foil, ==il=============================,r= 
arid bubble pack. Her characters 
An enjoyable theatre experience is guaranteed. 
range from a humanoid Easter egg, to 
Apollo wearing a rocket g-string, to a 
bygone actress basking before lollipop 
SANTA SUITS FOR 
SANTA PARTIES 
, footlights. Galembo is. Assistant 
paper and exposing them to light. The 
final prints are gold toned. Madigan 
teaches photography at the Tyler 
School of Art in P-hiladclphia. 
variou~ an movements, including 
Dadaism, Futurism, Constructivism, 
Flux us, and others will be shown. 
Loft Gallery: "1980 CAPS 
-~ RENTALS-SALES 
~:~ MASQUERADE 
i:J. ~ THEATRICAL MAKEUP· 
~ ~ I COSTUME CORNERS 
;.\ t 277-0276 
~,,.__\ft 
A semester of 1ntens1ve, backcountry education at the 
nation's foremost wilderness training center THE NA-
TIONAL OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP SCHOOL 
Earn college credit while learning a broad spectrum of 
wilderness skills. The NOLS Semester 1n the Rockies 
offers a 3½ month program of wilderness training ideal 
for students ,n the sciences, environmental studies, 
recreation - or anyone looking for an exciting alterna-
tive to the standard desk-and-laboratory semester 1n 
college 
The NOLS Semester program includes four intensive 
exped1t1ons. ski touring in the winter backcountry of 
Wyoming. backpacking through the deserts and pra1r1e 
of Utah, a speleology course in the remarkable Wind 
Caves of South Dakota, and a climbing camp which 
begins with the basics and works up to advanced 
rescue techniques 
This rich educational and wilderness experience 1s open 
to men and women 1 7 years and older. Twenty quarter 
hours of credit are available through the University of 
Utah. or through arrangements made on your own 
campus Over 150 colleges and univers1t1es have rec-
ognized the NOLS training program as an important 
academic field experience. 
SPRING SEMESTER IN THE ROCKIES 
20 quarter hours of credit optional Exped1t,on Cost 52.550 
Febru.iry 9 - Mciy 15 
February 12 - May 18 
March 9 • June 12 
For more information write: NOLS SEMESTER PROGRAM 
P.O. Box AA Lander, Wyoming 82520 or call (307) 332-438! 
Proffessor of Art specializing in 
photography at S. U .N. Y. at Albany. 
Faucon photographs elaborate out-
door sets peopled by boy-like man-
nequins. The tableaus occasionally 
include real boys, heightening the 
work's surrealistic effect, forcing the 
viewer to question what is animate or 
inanimate, real or photographed, true 
or fantasized. Faucon is a working 
photographer in France. 
Martha Madigan's "Patriarchal 
Tools" is a series of photograms made 
by placing plant forms and industrial 
tools on ~Q'.' X 24" photographic 
Extra 20·/ off this week only 
Research Center Gallery: 
"Photography in . Magazine 
l~lustration." This exhibition will in-
corporate early examples of 
photography used in the popular press, 
photography's effect on advertising, 
and the works of individual 
illustrators. 
Bookstore Gallery: "Artists' 
Magazines, 1900-1980." The 
publication of magazines by artists 
and art movements has been a vital 
forum for the dissemination of avantr 
garde art and ideas since the 1020's. 
Slides a~d original examples from 
Wrap· Sweaters 
from 
Mexico 
Hand Knit 
100% Wool 
$39.95 
House of Shalimar 
Collegetown-Commons-Pyramid 
273-7939 or 257-2222 
iGOING ON VACATION1 
Before You Leave Don't Miss The 
INFORMATIONAL AND 
ENROLLMENT MEETING 
December 11, 1980 
For the Stanley H."Kaplan 
·springMCAT and DAT 
Cotnpact- Classes will begin 
on December 14, 1980 
For more information call: Gurney· 272-2399 
or Stanley H. Kaplan Center (315) 451-2970 
Get homestudy, start classes and transfers available 
to any other center for vacation. 
Photography Exhibit." December 
5th-20th. SO photographs by 17 New: 
York state artists, all recipients of 
1980 Creative Artists Public Service 
Fellowships, show a broad spectrum 
of contemporary photographic work. 
. T-he Visual .Si.udies Workshop is 
funded in part by grants from the New 
York State Council on the Ans, the 
National Endowment for the Arts (a 
federal agency), and the Institute of 
.Museum Services(a federal agency). 
Johnson Museum 
Robert Smithson: Sculpture: 
November 14-Dccember 21. First 
complete retrospective of the arti,t's 
career, spanning his dcvt:]opment 
from early minimalist forms to his 
later plans for gargantuan environ-
mental project,, such as SPIRAL 
JETTY. 
Reality of Illusion: No~ember 14-
December 21. Organizaed by the 
University of Southern California and 
the Denver Art Museum. The exhibit 
focuses upon a variety of illusionistic 
directions in contemporary American 
art as illustrated in the work of over 60 
• painter, scupturcs, photographers, 
and printmakers, 
Sunday Afternoon at the Johnson 
Museum: Sunday, November 23, 
I ';00 pm-3:00pm. &mall fee charged. 
Gallery talk and related activities. 
November • 23-Wendy Owens, 
Assistant Curator, will discuss "Art 
Materials and Technique." Tour of 
the REALITY OF ILLUSION and 
ROBERT SMITHSON: Sculpture 
exhibitions. 
Eye Openers: Images & Origins: 
Saturday, November 22, 10:30 am-
noon. Small fee cha:rged. Family 
members examine why certain works 
in the museum arc popular. 
Robert Smithson Gallery 'talks: Sun-
days, November 23, December 1, 
3:00-4:00 pm. November 23 - Tom 
Rishel, Lecturer of Mathmatics at 
Cornell University, will present 
"Smithson's Geometry." December 7 
- Robert Asher, Professor of An-
thropology, Cornell University, will 
present "The Anthropology of the 
Sculptor Smithson." Museum hours -
IO' ;00 am-5 :00 pm, Tuesday-Sunday. 
;November20, 1980 
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AnnouncementsAnnouncements 
·Events. 
Save the Chicken!! 
I'm sure you've noticed that crazy 
new addition to the home football 
games. Yes, the Chicken!! That wild 
white mascot that gets the crowd fired 
up! Well, the members of the senior 
class want to save our chicken. Unfor-
tunately, the funds needed to keep the 
chicken during the playoffs have dried 
up, and we want that chic~en at our 
next home game - this Saturday! So, 
come to the Union on Thursday and 
Friday from 11 a.m. to I p.m. and 
donate to the 'save the chicken' cam-
paign. All funds will be used soley to 
bring our mascot to the playoff games. 
The senior class will subsidize any dif-
ference. See you then. 
REMEMBER: If you don't donate, 
the I.C. chicken may be nothing but a 
dead duck! 
The Senior Class Officers 
Ithaca College's Marxist Feminist 
Speakers Series is plessed to announce 
the lecture, "The Dynamic of Race 
and Se,i:: Analyses of Visions of Selec-
ted Black Women Novelists," by 
Gloria Wade Gayles of Talledega 
College. She has published widely in 
the field of Black Feminist Literary 
Criticism, her most recent art ides and 
poems appearing in "Sturdy Black 
Bridges" and "The Maimie Papers." 
Her lecture is open to the public, 
Wednesday, December 3, 8:00 Textor 
i03, Ithaca College. 
The Alcohol Awareness Task Force 
will sponsor an_ awareness day fhur-
s,day, Dec.4 in the Egbert Union. 
The group will provide information 
on alcohol and there will be 
breathaiizers, wine-tasting and various 
handouts. 
The P.T. Association will talk on 
the physiological effects of alcohol on 
the human body. The Pub will be 
sponsoring non-alcoholic beverages, 
and sandwhiches will be for sale. 
Stop by these various events during 
the alcohol awareness day and 
remember: "Responsible drinking is 
common sense thinking." 
Humor, tenderness and e,i;plosive en-
counters combine with evocative 
Imagery in Ray Aranha's "My Sister, 
My Sister," a Theatre Cornell produc-
tion opening next week in the Willard 
Straight Theatre. Deftly fusing fan-
tasy and realism, the play relates the 
story of a young black girl of the 
South who is torn apart by the circum-
stances of her life and her feelings that 
she cannot be rescued, even by love. 
Four outstanding professional guest 
artists bring their talents to this 
beautiful play which won praise from 
critics when it premiered at the Har-
tford Stage Company and latc;r moved 
to Broadway. Performances are 
November 20-22, followed by a 
break for Thanksgiving Recess, with 
the play resuming December 4-6 and 
10-12 at 8:15 p.m. A matinee is 
scheduled for Sunday, December 7, at 
2:30 p.m. Call the Theatre Corneil 
Box Office, 256-5165, located on the 
lower floor of Willard Straight Hall, 
and open 1-6, Monday-Friday. 
Herizon presents Second Hand Rose 
November 22, 9:30, $4 & ·$4.50. 77 
state Strei, Binghamton, New York. 
If you've always wanted lo go lo a 
Cornell Hockey Game bur can never 
get tkkets--reiax. Thanks to WICB-
TV you'll be able to sit back and watch 
exciting big red hockey on Cerrache 
cable channel 13 Monday night 
November 24at 8 o'clock. 
The first game of the 1980-8 I season 
matches the big red against U.S. Inter-
national college on November 22 and 
will be broadcast on channel 13 this 
Monday night at 8. This is the first time 
that WI CB-TV will broadcast a Cornell 
sport. 
The student run station will bring 
five cameras and a crew of 35 J.C. 
students to Cornell's Lynah Rink to 
cover the action. Dean of Com-
munications Thomas Bohn is the 
faculty advisor for the production 
while Jim Roller and Ann Tuttle are 
handling the production. Tab Butler 
will direct the face paces hockey ac-
tion. 
Ford Hall 
FridayNov.219:00 pni 
.-Nabenhauer 
Joint Voice Recital 
Jennifer Saunders, soprano, Graham 
Stewart, baritone. accompanist-
Rebecca Morgan, piano. Pieces by F. 
Mendelssohn, F. Poulenc, L. Ber-
nstein, G. Finzi, and S. Foster. 
Ms. Saunders is from Mimi Fulmer's 
Liberal 1 Student Voter 
lnvolveD1ent Decli~es 
(CPS)-- The traditional college is dead, or that it is at least still received a majority of 
student support for liberal dying," Jacobs says. "It is student votes, but many of 
politicians was considerably time overdue for a change." those same people did not 
weaker during the Republican Those who did vote again work hard for him. The in-
tidal wave that swept the coun-. for McGovern, but It doesn't tangible effect of poorer 
try Nov. 4, leading some to did not go out and campaign student volunteer efforts for 
believe that the student-liberal vigorously for his re-election. both McGovern and Church 
coalition that has helped "I supported McGovern, can not be easily determined, 
power most national cam- but it doesn't kill me that he though student enthusiasm 
paigns since 1960 may at last won't be returning to the helped them win close contests 
be dying. _ Senate," says Bill Lockhart, a 'in the past. 
A college Press Service sur- senior from Sioux Falls. "A "I think the terms of liberal 
vey of key campus precincts lot of people I kn.ow who like and conservative have lost 
where the careers of embattled the senator didn't do much for their meanings among studen-
liberals were in jeopardy in- him this year." ts here," says Betsy Brown, a 
uicates that while students stiff Similarly, if the downfall of philosophy_major at Idaho. 
favored_ the old liberals, voter Idaho's liberal Senator Frank "I don't think people really 
turnouts and enthusiasms were Church can not be attributed .:.:are." 
not as high as during previous to a lack of student backing, it One liberal congressman 
elections. seems clear that students at the who did survive the 
Nowhere was this more true University of Idaho at Democratic bloodbath was 
than at the University of South Moscow are not particularly Arizona Representative 
Dakota at Vermillion. George crushed by his defeat. Morris Udall. Yet he did not 
McGovern, the darling of · Like McGovern, Church survive the.opposition of some 
student liberals during the ::._.· ~-:.-'.@.M-' ::i•"-:f:.: 
seventies, only narrowly beat =::.:::= -.;,,;:..,v.:-.:-.-.--».,:·~~ • :, 
his cha.llenger at two student =i 
precincts at that campus. In \~ 
one, he edged Republican ::.,.~ 
Congressman James Abdnor ~. 
by only 36 votes. In 1974, ,'t 
McGovern w3hiped his op- %j 
ponent by more than a 2-1 ~~i 
margin in the same precinct. ··• 
In another, he bet Abdnor ¥ 
by 75 votes. Six years ago he 
won that predominantly ¥ 
student area by 165 votes. ~~ 
Stve Hockett from Mitchel!,~~ 
summed up the anti- ~..,. 
McGovern sentiment the best. ~1 
~=~= 
~::::: 
:-·~ 
,::i,, 
~--== 
::."*. ...... 
:.:--:-: 
... --=: ~ 
studio, and is a member of Mu Phi Ep-
silon. 
Mr. Stewart is from Roland Bentley's 
studio, and is a member of Phi Mu 
Alpha Sinfonia. 
Saturday Nov. 221 :00 
Nabenhauer 
Senior Recital- Daniel G. Martin, 
trombone and bass trombone 
assisted by: Lois Lounsberry, Rob 
Mesite, Jeff Slocum, Karla Rav, Tom 
Davis, Dan Hurlow, Jon Werking.Rod 
Gass, and Rod Fetter 
_Mr. Martin is from studio of Dr. 
Charles Dalkert. Partial fulfilment of 
reg, for degree Bachelor of Music in 
Apllied M~sic a!.1d Music Education. 
Saturday, Nov. 22, 1980 3:00 pm 
Naberhauer 
Graduate Trombone Recital 
Robert S.Mesite, trombone; Ann King 
Nagel, piano; Donald Skoog, per-
cussion 
Saturday, Nov.22, 1980 4:00 pm Ford 
Hall Auditorium Graduate recital 
Elaine DeLeonardis, piano 
Piano music of the Twentieth century. 
Ms. Carole Devine, second piano 
Sunday, Nov. 23 1:00pm 
Naberhauer 
Joint recital 
Brian Smithers, Alto saxophone, 
Mark Wright, clarinet 
Assisted by: Pamela Fields, Mrs. 
Beverly Schmidt, Carl Ruck, Maria 
Delgado; piano 
Mr. Smithers i, from Dr. Steven 
. Mauk's studio and is a member of Phi 
Mu Alpha Sinfonia 
WMr. Wright is from Mr. Robert 
Schmidt's studio 
Sunday, Nov.23 4:00 pm Ford Hall 
Auditorium 
Faculty recital 
Steven Mauk, \Oprano and alto 
saxophone, Mary Ann Covert, piano, 
Candace Woodward, dancer 
This recital includes pieces which will 
be performed at Carnegie Recital Hall 
on Dec. 2 t, t 980 as a debut cancer.!_. 
Sunday, Nov. 23 8:15 pm Ford Hall 
Auditorium 
Ithaca College Percussion Ensemble 
Gordon Strout, Director, David 
Calligan, xylophone soloist; Paul 
Smadbeck, marimba soloist; Rod Fet-
ter, conductor(grad. assist.); Jon 
Werking, piano; Chris Gordon, bass 
Music from 1915-1980. 
Monday, Nov. 24, 1980 8: 15 pm Ford 
· Hall Auditorium 
The Lenox Quartet 
Peter Marsh, violin; Warwick Lister, 
violin;O Darrel Barnes, viola; Einar 
Holin,cello 
assi,ting guest artists: Mary Arlin, 
viola; John Covert, French horn; Ed-
ward Gobrecht, bassoon; Henry Sch-
midt, clarinet; · 
Pieces by Mozart, Shostakovich, 
Schubert. 
Services 
The Ithaca College Crisis & Coun-
selling Center ~ext 158) handles phone 
and walk-in clients. Call 274-3158 or 
visit the Center (West Tower 
Basrment). Hours: 6:30 pm-7:30 am 
wecknivht< "4 hou·~ 0r 'A'~~kends. 
students at the University of coalition. But it is clear that 
Arizona at Tuscon who believe there have been a number of 
that he, like others, has fallen defections which could have 
out of step with reality. . even more serious implications 
"I basically don't believe in the futun~. _ _ 
Mo Udall is in tune with the "I think conservatism is 
rest of the country," says Kurt gaining among college studen-
Cooper, a freshman. "He's ts," says Karen Jackson, a 
an old left-wing liberal." freshman at the University of 
As many students at all Arizona. "The liberal studen-
three campuses contend, the ts didn't care enough 
defeats of Church and to get involved in 
McGovern coupled with this campaign. It might 
Udall's struggle do not signal get worse next time." 
~~~ I I I I 
*Only for 
eat-in customers 
with college I.D. 
"George McGovern is an ::;1 
ultra-liberal politican of the M 
mold which has badly hurt our t 
nation," Hockett says. "It is ~ .. 
a strong victory that we have ~ 
finally removed him and his ~ 
kind from office." W 
CLASSES BEGIN 
Jan. 13 at Ithaca College 
CERTIFIED 
.... 
=~ I ,  Get happy! 
:t~ Two hours of ~ I happiness for 
~ I the price of one. 
I I I 
I 
I And while others ·said the ¥ former prsidential nominee \¢ still commanded their respect ~ and admiration, they claimed ~-< 
his leftist policies had become ~ 
obsolete. Drew Jacobs, a \¢ 
junior from Vermillion, said \,4 
he hopes the McGovern defeat M 
spells the beginning of the end ~ 
for tiberalism. "oCt': 
"I'd like to think liberalism 
LEARN 'TO SCUBA DIVE AND JOIN 
THE BEAUTIFUL. SILENT 
UNDERWATER WORLD. 
LET'S GO DIVING! 
JACK T. MARSHALL 
PROFESSIONAL DIVING SERVICE 
"A FUU SERVICE DIVING STORE" 
~1 
~1 
~1....-..... ii. ~'~ I 
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MP 
Will the Grino get his brownies? 
Will I ever know? 
Will HC be honest, or can't he let it 
show? 
All I can say, 
is TP watch, cause we're going that 
way! 
BJ 
House-m11le W11n1ed: The Haywire 
House, 99.9 percent vegetarian and 
co-operatively run household on 
Hillview Place is looking for a new 
member. Presently we are 3 men, 2 
women, and a cat which is sometimes 
mistaken for a meat loaf. If your in-
terested, female, and you didn't vote 
for Reagan, give us a call at 272-7472. 
Londoneers, 
Please note: lost ish. of the 
semester. 5eeyou soon. 
The Loyed-out Ed. 
."\•,_, I • - I.-•••-='•-
Anthone, 
Hi from the gang at 405. Yes, there 
- has been a general mail strike here in 
Ithaca. Also, have the batteries given 
out yet? 
Blue Mike, 
The door is always open, 
The cider is always on, 
And the fire is always warm ... 
Lovey-
Happy Birthday! I love you. 
Dovey 
To the crazy chicks on the first floor 
of Lyon's Hall, 
Have a Happy Thanksgiving! 
Yourneighbor from 119 
Last issue. Feels good! 
-Sped 
Amy-cakes, 
Thanks for the IACK-A- nougie 
pill. Now I am ready and raring to go 
get him this week-end. 
P-KA-Boo 
To The Dobbs Ferry Baby; 
Wishing you a very Happy Birthday. 
Hope your day is full of surprises. 
Love, 
The Mid-west child 
·JILL HOCHBERG, 
HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY! 
Love, 
Patti 
O A WINNEI\? 
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*.Policy 
continued from page J 
"they have been cooperati~e·.,, 
Some expetions to the policy 
have been made, said Runyon. 
N • Nabenho.uer Roon! 
F • For~ A~~~i~iUl!J 
~li 
Joint Vocal Recital, J. 
Snundere & G. StC\rart 9 pm (N). - __ , 
Senior Trombone Recital, 
P.-~.lpm(u). 
Grad Trombone Recital, 
!• ~. 3 P1ll (N). 
Grad Piano Recital, E. --
Deleonardis, 4 pm (P) • 
11!!£ ~ People'' Preaen-
~. 6:30 pm W.-
Joint Recito.l, !!_. Wri5ht 
and !• Stnithet"D, l pm (N) 
faculty Suophone Recital, 
Dick Blockus, 
Beware, the detectives are still lurking. 
Ace I 
Geek, 
In a hurry? Need a loan? Dial a 
turkey--anyone of D9 will do! 
The John Birch Society 
To The 27th Pledge Class: 
Congratulations!! It's good to see 
your smiling faces. 
AII'our iove, 
The rest of your sisters 
To my oreo cookie ice cream buddies: 
Just what we needed on a cold Sunda} 
afternoon. Let's do it again real soon! 
Love, ' 
The buyer 
BrianS., 
Thanx for the Great Thanksgiving 
Dinner! You're a great cook! 
Love, 
Patti & Terry 
Ellen, 
Thanks for being such a good 
friend. 
Den 
Bucky, 
OUTLAW, ,,. Sorry I Iiaveri't written. But I still love 
Happy 201 Pizza and Hugs, Concerts, you. Thanksgiving will be fun with 
BMW's plus Mustangs and so much you and J.P. home. -
morel Love, 
~XOOO-Sen._ J.C.T. 
=========== 
To Vinyl Spinner, 
Thanks for your message. Would 
have writen earlier but (orgot code. 
Things are GREAT- no bummers.yet! 
Your plant is really growing! The 
Police are doing great too! 
Classify soon, please. 
Love, 
Administration Machine 
An M-A-S- a T-E-R- a 
G-0-N-A-D: 
First there was rolling doubles. 
Then there was snack bar. 
Then there was pinball. 
Then there was Miami. 
Then there was "The Biggest Part of 
Me." 
Then there was summer. 
Then there was Plums. 
Now we've had RuJoff's ... 
and Syracuse ... 
and Carvel ... 
Well, you SHITHEAD, what't 
next'???Friends forever; 
M-M-M-MEGAN 
To all those Ranger fans, 
It seems to us that Lord Stanley will 
never make it to New York City. We 
are just a proven winner. 
L.P., R.D.,,G.S., A.A. 
Milldew, 
Get your boots back here soon, 
hound. YA! We miss you Milldew, 
oh yes we do! 
Love, 
Lana, Lucy, Shri 
Terri-hound, 
Muzza misses you! 
See you soon! 
Love, 
Lana, Lucy, Shri 
Dear guys at S 14 Nelson, 
Help! I am being held hostage in my 
owner's basement. Please help me get 
out so that I can visit you at dinner-
time. 
CHARLEY BEAGLE 
CA l0SE1lr' 
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Theatre/Films Lectures/Seminars Meetings Sports Etcetera 
~.ll 
11!.£ kaptc Flute, a film 
sponsored by the School 
of l1.us1c, 7:30 pm, Ford. 
~1!.1ll 
~' 8 pm, Hain Sta&e. 
Admission charged. 
S .A.B. Film "!!.!.z!,_ Anxiety' 
Textor 102 1 7 & 9:30 pm. 
Admhaion charged. 
S.A.B. Film ·~ten:ty" 
TeJttor 102, 8 pm.. 
Ad111ission ch8'1'ged. 
November ll 
~ Crit1que £!!!!!.£, 
Career Library, Gannett 
Center, 10:30 - Noon. 
~~ 
~ Critique .£!1E.!£, 
Career Lil>rary, Gannett 
Ceµter, 7.- 9 pm. 
LOOKING FOR:JARD TO: 
Navigators Christian Volleyball, n't the EA!A\J 
FellDVBhip, Demotte Ro01!)., Regionals. 
Egbert Union, 7:30 - !Op, 
Basketball, at the F.asterr 
~ }{editation, Muller Connecticut Tourney. 
Chapel, 9 - 10 ""· 
LOOKING FORIIAIU> TO: 
~ ~ ~. 
Decelbber 4, Buffer 
Lounge, Egbert Union., 
8 "" - 5 P"'· 
~ll. 
Football, NCAA first 
round playoff. I.e. vs. 
llogner College, 12:30 pm, 
Home. Ti~keta available 
nt the Egbert Union 
Ticlr.et Office. 
Volleyball, at _!he F.AlA\rl 
Regionals. 
Basltetb2l l, e.t the E.llsten 
Connecticut Tourney. 
~~ 
' 
Kime Presentation 
""""iiith Hike Ungar, 
Buffer & Cross-
roads•' Egbert 
Union. 8 - 9 pm. 
~~Ni5ht, 
Crossroads t. 
Buffer Lounge. 
S:lgn-ups at 7 pm, 
obov at 8:15. 
Thanksgiving ~ 
begiru, at 10 pm, 
claaae1 resume 
December 1 at 8am 
For example the solicitation 
of students to participate in 
the food fast for East Africa 
·occurred mainly in dining hall 
entrances and several weeks 
ago a student activities group, 
to poll students' interest gave 
our questionaires as students 
entered the dining hall. 
-2,• ~. 4 pm (F). LOOllNG FORIIARD TO: 
Th«! Karxist-Femini&t 
~ries continues \11th 
Gloria Wade Gayles and 
"The Oynaii.ics of Race 
and S'ex: Analysis of 
Visions of Selected 
Blo.ck Wotat:n Novelists," 
Textor 103, 8 pm, 
December 3. 
WD1ften • s Basketball, at 
thefiofstra Tournament. 
*Frosh 
continued from page 4 
out one of the greatest faults 
that I have come upon at I.C .. · 
The.~e problems could easily 
force a student to lose respect 
for the school. There are quite' 
a few excellent programs and 
professors and I would hate to 
see some bad mistakes take 
away from what LC. has to 
offer. Thank you for your 
time and consideration. 
Sincerely, 
Grant Ashley Cooper 
Percussion Ensemble, 
8:15 p,, (F-).--
~ gu.nrtct, 8: 15 pm 
(F). 
The ~ £!. ~ 
t:s.plan, Arena Thea.ere. 
Decf!t!lbcr 4, 5 E. 6 at 
8: 15 Plll o.nd December 7 
at 7 pm. Ad~iesion 
charged. 
§_~~View., SAB 
Dinner Th~atcr, Dec, 
4, 5 & 6, Crossronds & 
Buff.er Lounge, 8 pm. 
Admission charged. 
compiled by the 
Off ice. of Campus 
Activities - mlz: 
Women's Basketball, at 
the Hofstra Tourntu11ent. 
GOOD LUCK TO THE 1/0l!!II' S 
FIELD HOCKEY TEAK IN TI!Ell 
PLAYOFFS. 
LOOKING FOB.WARD TO 
Madrigal~. 
Dece=bet' 4. 5 & 6 
Terrace Dining 
Hall. Admission 
ch.o.raed, contact 
the Public Infor-
mation Office for 
reservations. 
I 
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AATF Forms 
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As indicated, the problem of alcohol 
dbuc;;e on a college campus is not new. Much 
data is available to support the thesis that 
alcohol abuse poses a serious health problem 
in our society, especially among young 
adults. St udics suggest age group 18-25 have 
the highest incidence of alcohol problems 
a11d that drunken driving. is the major cause 
of death for per'.->ons under 25 years of age. 
A" far as can be determined, little if any 
broad based campus-wide coordinated effort 
had gone into education and consciousness 
raising about alcohol on the Ithaca College 
campus until recently. Prior to 1972, a drug 
education committee existed on campus but 
did not cenicr on alcohol per sc. Four years 
ago, a group of concerned Student Affairs 
Di\"i'-ion profe'.->'.->ionals joined together in-
formally to try to do some things in this area 
anc.l had mixed results. Considerable fime 
and energy went into researching the extent 
of the problem on the campus, which left 
very little time for programming. The issue 
wa~ then dropped for two years. 
Last year. second semester, a task force. 
operating out of the Residential Life area 
revived intcre'.->t in the topic and successfully 
completed a number of projects tied to this 
area. Efforts were ·geared exclusively to 
student'.->. These included production and 
distribution of a brochure. participation in 
an alcohol awareness ·day, a controlled 
drinking experiment, and various other 
educational efforts. 
In September of this year. Vice President 
for Student Affairs, Dick Correnti, \lPPOin-
tcd a number of full-time Student Affairs 
professionals to move forward in this area in 
an attempt to have more impact on the entire 
community. Areas rcrrcsentcd included 
a group of AA TF members 
.=am pus Activities,' Residential Life, Saf ct~: 
and Security, Student Affairs Central Of-
fice, Health Center, Personnel, and Egbert 
Union. Joined by one faculty member and 
15-25 students, the Ithaca College Alcohol 
Awareness Task Force was born and began 
functioning in late September. 
Chairperson of the Task Force Roger 
blingcr "ays, 'While problems of alcohol 
misu..,e/abme e,ist on the carnpu..,, I do not 
feel they arc wor"e than in the general 
population or other in,titutions of hight:r 
education. They simply are problems tHat 
must be addrcs~ed and we set out to do so.' 
1\-ketings were held on a weekly h<1si~ 
throughout the first '.->eme~tcr. Input from 
those present at the regularly schcdukd 
meetings plus a special advisory group. 
helped the Task force determine the progr-
am direction taken first semester. Program 
efforts have been directed at all Ithaca 
College community member~ in order to 
promote responsible, mature, attitudes 
toward the consumption of alcohol. 
The goal of the Alcohol Awareness Task 
Force is to educate members of the Ithaca 
College Community about alcohol and to 
prevent abuse of this drug. A number of ob-
jectives were undertaken this past semester 
to help achieve this goal. A brief ~ummary 
of those educational programs featuring 
films, group-led discussions, meetings, in-
formation dissemination and other activitie~ 
follows. 
Twelve exhibitors ranging from· the U.S. 
Brewers Association to the Sheriff's Depar-
tment; to the campus Health Service and to 
the Ithaca Alcoholism Council were invited 
to send rcprescntati,·es and display materials 
and information to interested community 
members at an Alcohol Awareness Day held 
Thursday, December 4 in Egbert Union. 
Augmented by traffic builders such as free 
punch provided by Macke. helium, filled 
balloons and pencils imprinted with the 
AATF slogan, and entertainrne1it provided 
by the Student Acti,·ities Board. the e\'ent 
was most successful. An e\timated 2500 per-
son~ had contact with l he event in one way 
or another. 
The Sheriff'" Department/Ithaca College 
Safety Division display featuring two 
deputie'>, a brcathyli1cr, and a simulated 
reaction-time driving machine, attracted an 
:~timatcd 750 people. 
A program featuring the showing of a 27 
minute color video entitled 'Until I Get 
Caught,' and group-led discussion was 
presented to approximately 700 community 
members throughout the first semester in 
places ranging from Residence Halls to the 
Campus Union and· classrooms. A quiz-like 
game with questions tied to information 
from the film has been developed and is 
played following the film to help viewers in-
:crnalizc information from the film. 
A supply of brochures, pamphlet.'-, 
posters, and other materials has been 
SPRING 1981 
a group of AA TF members 
acquired and a resource file e<,tablished. 
Many or the materials gathered were 
distributed on Alcohol Awareness Da~·. with 
the re<..t ..,till available to an:,.:one upon 
I l'(!Ut:<..,t. l\lore materials arc being sought to 
supply a tar~ct group including: Rcsic.lcnce 
I ifr Staff: cluh and organi1,i.ion ad, isor,. 
officer,, and members: Cri..,is Center; Health 
Cc11tn: Chaplains; and Coun"cling per<,nn-
ncl. 
In addition to tile publici1cd ,,eckl~· open 
meeting.'> and other activities mentioned, a 
number of ideas promoting ICAATF were 
ck\'Clopl·d. A slogan 'rcspomihk drinking 
..,hows common sen~e thinking' wa~ chO<;Cll 
and ha" heen imprinted on , arious items 
such a" pencils. balloons. t-shirts, and bum-
per c;;tickers all of which are med to help 
"pread the message and increase people's 
awareness. A two page newsletter written by 
a student member of the Task Force has also 
hl'en widely distributed. This '.->pecial edition 
of the Ithacan is another promotional effort. 
The efforts of Task Force member~ 1 l!is 
'-Pring. will continue in the direction cli;1rtcd 
this past semester. Major emphasi" "ill be 
placed upon holding another Alcohol 
Awareness Day, promotion or the 'trn,clling. 
mad sho,, •. production and distribution of 
rnot her ne,, slett er. and prnmot ion of in-
,·01' emcnt by community member<.., in elm-
pus org.ani1atio11,/clubs and intramurals as 
:1itl'rna1ives to drinking. 
Con'-idcrable time and L'llergy ha'.-> µ.one in-
to the organization and programs of the 
Ithaca College Alcohol A,,·arenc..,, LhL 
force. The work efforts of the <,tudcnt" and 
,taff on the committee have heel} filled with 
, :nthu..,iasm. initiati, c. and irn oh cmcnt. 
'Some programs have been quitc ,ucces1.,ful 
wilik others need retooling. Program 
-.:,·aluation and imprt)\'emcnt i" constantly 
taking place. 
Membership on the committee h open to 
any member of the campus community. 
Fveryone i.., cncouraged 10 be in, olvcd 
whenc,er they can and to whatever ntcnt · 
·he)· can. The Alcohol /\warcne<..,s Task l·m-
..:c functions for the benefit or the Ithaca 
College community. It'.-> \Ucce<..,<, depend'.-> on 
indi,·iduals within the community who are 
willing to look at an a,µc old prohlem with a 
fre<..,h C~'l..' 
,. 
Questions 6nd Answers 
What behaviors concern you about the Ithaca community 
when alcot,ol consumption is involved? 
Nancy Ingram, Resident 
Assistant 
I am concerned about un-
necessary physical damage in 
public buildings. 
Velyne Genece, Student 
bodily and psychological harm 
which may occur and the 
inability to control yourself. 
Peter Schwartreich, Student 
· I hope· they do not vandalize 
anything and remember that it 
is their community and school. 
Doug Armstrong, Professor 
My major con~ern is in the 
rea of drinking and driving. 
hi~ i~ a problem which needs 
o be addressed and confron-
ted by all of society. 
bby DeLoache, Assistant to 
he Vice President/ Judicial 
dministrator 
y concern is behavior which 
ndangers the person 
nd/other people and also 
damage and .vandalism which 
hurts everyone. 
John Brown, Director of 
counseling 
Actually· my concern · would 
be the excessive use and abuse 
of alcohol and why people are 
turning to it, and not so much 
the resulting behaviors. 
Andrew Corvi, Student 
Excessive rowdiness. 
Lois Smith, Provost 
S1:vera( areas would be con-
cerns for me: endangering 
your health and the health of 
others, the unwise utilization 
of time, and in young adults: 
the development of un-
desirable behavior patterns. 
Dick Comanzo, Student 
I object to driving while 
drinking and also the dorm 
damage here at I.C. 
John Mistretta, Assistant 
Director of Residential Life 
The irresponsible behavior 
that jeopardizes the personal 
safety of I.C. communit 
members and also the destruc 
tion and vandalism in th 
dorms. 
The following responses from a· few student committee members when asked the question 
'Why did you join the Alcohol Awareness Task Force?' 
Walter Kosar 
I feel there's a general need for · 
increased awareness of the ef-
fects of alcohol on life in the 
Ithaca College community. I 
believe it is better to educate 
people to potential problems 
with alcohol rather than to 
restrict their freedom in an ef-
fort to control their morality. 
The AA TF is an ideal vehicle 
for the dissem:nation of in-
formation concerning the 
problems with and alternatives 
to excessive consumption of 
alcohol. It works for the 
students and serves as a model 
for other colleges 'in ways to 
control alcohol abuse on cam-
pus. I am working with the 
AA TF to constructively 
achieve these goals. 
Janel Smith 
Being on the Ithaca College 
AA TF not only gives me the 
opportunity to become more 
knowledgeable about alcohol 
and its use, but also gives me 
the opportunity to help my 
friends and peers become 
more knowledgeable as well. 
Marty Nemecek 
I joined the AATF because I 
feel that it is important for 
students to realize more about 
alcohol. Since most college 
social functions arc based 
around alcohol, we, the 
AA TF, can hopefully reach a 
few students and make them 
more responsible when it 
comes to drinking. and 
driving. 
Douglas Clauson 
As an AA TF member, I hope 
to change as many attitudes a~ 
possible concerning the cliche 
that an alcoholic drink make~ 
you social at a party. 
Bill O'Donnell 
I joined the task force not only 
because alcohol abuse is a 
serious problem bttt because 
the task force's goals make 
sense. All we're trying to 
promote is that people act like 
responsible human beings 
when they drink-know when 
you've had enough. 
Laura Nicolls 
I joined AATF because it in-
terests me. I 
've always wondered why 
people do self-destructive 
things-such as drinking ex-
cessively. I am not a moral 
advocate · out to change 
people's ways. ·I just want to 
understand their motives and 
help them exercise control in 
their lives. 
My father is a retired police 
officer who worked a great 
deal in drunk driving unit,. 
The things he has said to me 
have always remained in my· 
mind, and I am intereqed both 
in learning more and 
educating others. Mo~t 'peopk 
are simply unaware of the 
dangers of alcohol-a<; a ~ocial 
crutch and as a drug. 
Lastly, I view the AATF a~ a 
challenge in which I look for-
ward to involving my\clf. 
Nancy Gilliland 
For numerous reasons, I hav 
become concerned with the us 
and abuse of alcohol on the IC 
campus, as well as the entir 
Ithaca community, as a most 
serious problem and concern. 
Since my arrival to, and par 
ticipation in the IC com 
munity, 1 have been repeated! 
dissappointed in the mishan 
dling of freedom privileges b 
supposedly mature adults, 
particularly in relation t 
drunken behavior. I am 
deeply concerned with the ef 
fects that this has on the com 
munity as a whole, for exam 
pie, resulting in nois 
pollution, litter, and van 
dalism, but particularly th 
consequences unrealized b 
the people employing such 
behavior. 
I have been informed that th 
AATF\ goal i~ to educate th 
community in responsibl 
alcohol use and behavior, an 
would like to do what I can t 
become involved in par 
ticipation, a'i well a. 
promotion. 
Dede McManus 
A, a member of AATF I hop 
to accompli,h a~ a group mor 
comciou\nC\\ among qu_dent · 
about their drinking, to mah 
them aware of whd~t affech, 
how it affcch, and that ther~ 
arc altcrnati\'C\. 
Alcohol and Driving 
In order to control drinking to keep from being effected, impaired or in-
toxicated, you need to be able to figure the percentage of alcohol in your 
blood. The following blood alcohol concentration chart and behavior guide 
have become a standard, however, behavior at each BAC level ma)"differ 
somewhat for each individual. 
BAC 
.01-.04% 
.O!i-.09'¼, 
.10% 
After hours 
Weight 
pounds 
80 
100 
120 
140 
160 
180 
zoo 
4 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
GUIDE 
BEHAVIOR 
Aff ectcd-Judgrnent begins to lessen, person is less 
critical of actions, reaction time is slowed, indica-
tions of mental relaxation may appear. 
Impaired-Judgment is not sound, thinking and 
reasoning powers are not clear, the ability to do 
complex jobs is lessemid. 
lntoxicoted---Judgme1it and reasoning powers are 
severely hampered, cannot do common simple nets 
without error. 
1 Drink 2Drinks 3 Drinks 4 Drinks 
3 2 1 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 : 
- -
.02 - - .05 .08 .07 .10 .10 .10 .12 .12 -~ .15 
- - .02 - - .04 .06 .05 .07 .08 -.09 .09 .10 .12 .13 
- - .02 - - .03 .04 .03 .04 .06 .08 .06 .08 .09 .11 
- -- .01 - - .02 .04 .02 .03 .05 .06 ~04 .06 .08 .09 
- - .01 - - .02 .03 ,01 .02 .04 .05 .03 .04 .06 .08 
- - .01 - - .01 .03 - .02 .03 .04 .02 .04 .05 .07 
- - - - .01 .02 - .01 .03 .04 .01 .03 .04 .06 
!'lumbers equal the percentage of alcohol in the blood. Dash equals a trace of alcohol. 
Do You Know the Facts? Fact: If you keep it down, you will still have a hangover - plus afullfeelin?,. 
Myth: People are friendlier when they're 
drunk. · 
7) Myth: Drink Something Disgusting. 
than why slhe drinks, how slhe drinks, and Fact: The taste is supposed to make vou 
why slhe drinks. forget your hangover. But nothing tastes 
Fact: Maybe, but they 're also more hostile, 
more dangerous, more criminal, more Myth: It's only beer. that bad. 
homocidal, and more suicidal. Fact: One beer or one glass of wine is about S) Myth: Don't Think About It. 
equal to one average 'highball'. The effect. Fact: If you ivwre your hangover, it will 
Myth: I drive better after a few drinks. 
Fact: Scientific tests have proven that even 
professional drivers' abilities diminish 
sharply at levels as low as 0.03 percent to 
might be a little slower, but you'!/ get just go away. It will, but very, very slowly. 
as drunk on beer or wine as on 'hard' 
0. 05 .. .just a few drinks. 
Myth: It's rude to refuse a drink. 
Fact: It's rude to push a drink on someone 
who doesn't want it or shouldn't have it. 
Facts vs. Myths-The Hangover & It's cures 
1) Myth: Vitamins. 
Fact: Some say superdoses of vitamins 
will build up your body's ability to fight off 
the hangover. It doesn't wprk. 
Myth: The really serious problem in our 2) Myth: Tranquilizers. 
society is drug abuse. Fact: The only thing you might accom-
Fact: Yes. And our number one drug plish this way is an overdose of 
problem is alcohol abuse. tranquilizing drugs on top of the overdose 
of alcohol. 
Myth: Alcohol is a stimulant. 
Fact: Alcohol acts as a depressant on 
central nervous system. 
the 3) Myth: Drink Alcohol. 
Myth: People who drink too much hurt only 
themselves. 
Fact: They also hurt their families, and their 
Fact: A bit of the dog that bit you, they 
call it. Of course if you drink enough, 
today's cure can become tomorrow's 
hangover. 
friends, and their employers, and st_rangers 4) Myth: Oxygen. 
on the highway. And you. Fact: Inhaling pure oxygen is sup[)QH/ to 
Myth: Mixing 
hangovers. 
help your system oxidize the alcohol. No 
your drinks causes good. In fact, your hangover is partly the 
result of oxidizing alcohol. 
Fact: The major cause 
drinking too much. 
of hangovers is 
Myth: You 're not an alcoholic unless you 
drink a pint a day. 
5) Myth: Exercise. 
Fact: Suffering may help your guilt 
feelings, but your hangover will survive the 
exercise better than you will. 
Fact: Experts have concluded that how 
much one drinks may be.far less important 6) Myth: Eat. 
Setlin~ the Scene: 
9) Myth: Lie Still. 
1 
l<'act: Millions of Americans use this cure-
to the tune of about ten billion dollars in 
lost work every year. Too bad, because this 
cure doesn't work either. 
10) The Cure: At last, modern medical 
science has found the perfect, failproof, 
JOO percent effective cure. You guessed it: 
preventive medicine. The only way to cure 
a hangover is before it happens. If you 
don't drink too much, you don't get a 
hangover. 
Throwing a Bosh 
(Without Getting Smashed) 
(VA SAP, 'Life of the Party Pack') 
It is the rei;ponsibility of the pcrc.,011 ho1,ting the party to set the tone, 
direction. and pace of activit~·. There are, of course, all kinds of rartics. 
But. from a t\\'osome to a roomful or lounge, parties arc intended to be 
an opport unit:,: for people to i;ociali1c and enjoy each other'-, company. 
Herc arc some suggestions for keeping your party li\'cly "hik i;till h~nin,g 
'tin control: 
···················································································································· 
*Sto1) ~enin~ alcohol ahout an hour before the party is to encl 
Onh· time can sober you up. Offer special food or a 11011--alcoholic 
drink in your gue<,1s during the Ja-;t hour. 
*Don't force drinks on your guests 
*Han· ~eH~ral jiggers at the har, so drinks can he mca~urecl-
~1f nrn scrn an alcoholic punch. make it with a noncarbonated base-
Alcohol is absorbed by the body much ra~tcr whcn L·ombined with ~, 
..:arbonatcd mixer. Try a fruit juice imtead. 
................................ 
T astebud Tinglers 
1
' Alw:ns serve food with akohol-
WASSAIi. o, THE Jt:IC'E .IAMBOIU:E: \L'I - : Higl;-protein foods such as cheese, egg-,, and meat.., arc-especially good 
• bL·causc they i;tay in the stomach longer. WAGON: I t/2 gak or 64 4- v111)-! 
ll1 ,en mg, 
I ~a lion apple cider 
I quart hot water 
1
: .:up instant tea 
~ tablespoons kmon juice 
I ½ t ca,poons pO\\ dcr l·d 
l'l()\C<, 
I 1/! tca,poo11, cinnamon 
1
/: cup sugar 
I cinnamon \lid 
" 
-Heat \\atcr, add tea, cider, 
lemon juice, ~ugar, cinnamon, 
cloves, and cinnamon stick. 
Serve warm. 
CARDINAL PUNCH: 11 ,er-
\lllg~ 
1/: pini cranhcrry j't1ice 
1
,, pint orange juice 
1 ~ oz. lemon juice 
1 quart ginger ale 
½ pint orange sherbet 
-1\li, the juices and pour 
over bloc I-. ice. Add ginger· ale 
and ,hcrbet at serving time. 
4 01 .. 01 angc juil'C . 
. 
-1 n; · pincappk juiL·L· *Have a non-alcoholic drink availahle as an alternati,·e fo_r ~ our guests . 
4 01 . ..:ranhcrr\· iuicc : I11 ·s. 11·1 nJv that some of \_'Our friends may not wii;h to drml-- an akoholJc 
-Mi, iuiL·c, and gar ni,h: "'" 
11 11 11 orange ,liL·c,. : be,·erage. (Sec non-alcoholic recipes on t hi-; page) 
o;PARKUl\iG 
. 
• 
• . 
F1rnn: 
• 
~I.USH: 10 ,c1 \ ing, : 
I quart pincappll' juice : 
2 601. c;111, pink lemonade• 
L'( 1nccn t rat l' 
I rnp water 
I oz. lemon juice 
-1\lix and freeze overnight. 
Keep, in fr~·c7er. 
*If vou see someone who is drinkin~ too much, try this: 
1) engage him/her in a con\'ersation to slow down the drinking . 
2) offer food \\'hich will also slow down the rate at which the body i~ 
ab-;orbing alcohol. 
3) offer to mix the next drink and make it a light one. 
*Offer more than drinks 
-stir up the coll\-crsation 
-have games set up to play 
-draw out takn1 of friend~ at the party 
-plan the party around a theme. holiday, or goal and plan activitie\ tc 
..:ompliment the event. 
Special thanks to Betsy Dana, editor and Ben Norton, photo editor for their work and help 
in making this special edition Ithacan po~siblc. 
Member\ IC AA TF 
Alcohol 
Awareness 
Day 
4 December 1 980 
Responsible Drinking means 
common sense thinking. 
ctl!I \. 
' 
A Lost Word ... 
Of course, even 1:1nder the best circum-
stances, there's always the chance that some 
people will drink too much. When that hap-
pens, they become pQtential dangers to 
themselves and others. If one of your frien-
ds has been drinking too much, here are a 
few things you might do to see to it that he or 
she does not drive: 
I) Offer to drive him/her home yourself. 
2) Suggest that they stay overnight at 
your apt. !room. 
3) If your friend insists on driving, try to 
take the car ke_vs away. 
4) If necessary, use physical restraint. 
5) Call a taxi and have him/her taken 
home. Your friend can't object to a 
free ride. 
6) When other measures fail: call the 
police to prevent his/her driving. You 
may be shocked but any measure must 
be taken to prevent someone who has 
had too much to drink from driving. 
Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk 
(VASAP 'Life of theParty') 
